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FORWARD
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SECTION1.0 SUMMARY

The National Aercnautics and Space Administration, under the Energy Efficient
Engine Component Development and Integration Program, sponsored the Advanced
Turbofan Nazelle Definition Study with the objectives of:

l) further defining the advanced nacelle configurations for some of the
more promising propulsion systems identified in the earlier Energy
Efficient Engine Benefit/Cost Study;

2) establishing in greater detail the viability, potential benefits, and
technology requirements of these advanced nacelle concepts.

The Douglas Aircraft Company, as subcontractor, provided assistance in the
design of the nacelle installations, conducted independent evaluations, and
also assisted in the identification of technologies important to the success
of these advanced nacelle concepts. Comments on the nacelle installations were

also solicited ahd received from the Boeing Commercial Airplane Company and
the Lockheed Corporation (M_rietta, Georgia). Results of the study effort are
summarized as follows:

Design feasibility of advanced technology, slim-line nacelles and low
volume thrust reveTserslspoilers was established for advanced turbo-
fan engines ranging in takeoff thrust sizes from 106,756 to 266,892
Newtons (24,000 to 60,000 pounOs).

0 When installed on advanced, high bypass ratio turbofan engines: the
reduced weight, drag, and cost of advanced technology nacelles re;a-
tive to current technology nacelles resulted in mission Fuel burn
savings ranging from 3.0 tO 4.5 percent (depenaing on mission> and
direct operating cost plus interest improvements ranging from 1.6 to
2.2 oercent.

0 The predicted performance and economic advantages of geared _an
engines relative to direct-drive fan engines were maintained with the
more refined nacelle evaluations.

0 Douglas Aircraft Company evaluations utilizing the aavancea tech-
nology nacelle and engine concepts on advanced, wide bo0y transport
concepts indicated that up to 28 percent fuel burn savings on long
range missions are attainable, relative to caJrrently available pro-
duction engines and nacelles.

Preliminary noise estimates of the study turbofan engines incorpora-
ting advanced technology, slim-line nacelles indicated that it would
be feasible to achieve FAR Part 36 Stage 3 noise limits.

0 Technology concepts requiring further a,nalysis o, test _e,-ificatic_
were identified, and a technology development program plan to aJd,ezs
them was formulated.

k
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SECTION 2.9 INTRODUCTION

"_e National Aero_aut_=s a_ Space Administration has the objective of

'mC_=,,'_ the energy e_f_cie_cy of f_ture United States commercial aircraft so

_...tantia, sa_ _g_ :Je_ ca_ _e realized. To,arc tn:s objective, NASA

esta_i_s_e_ ?re E_e_gy Eff!:_e_t E_g_ne Co_pone_t Development and Integratio_

:ry_a_ ;_ ",q,_ ,_r_e_ :ShiraZ? NAbY-=.b-6 Minimum goals for this Program are

a _i _e_ze_: reluction _ z_st _e.zific _uel consumption (TSFC) and a 5 per-

:e-. -e_a:ti;- _ _ * ._g 3st: (_OCJ compared to t_e Pratt 5 Whitney

"_-7= er_;_._. ,T_ a_ion_... . FAR _a"t 36 i978; poise rules and EPA-proDoseO

:_ e,'._Jst e_izsis_s s_a_arJs mu_t :e met.

--e £_e-_y Efficient E_g:_e S_m_ore_ _e;e!oDment and l_tegration program is

_aLe: s" the _e_uTtz of :-e =omc;etel Energy Efficient Eng!ne Preliminary

S___.: _ an_ _,te_'_ ra:_or bt,_,]- ;e_- 'R_,..... " , Through. the e,tension of the tecn-

_o:og_ mase develoced unde_ t_!; ea-!, s'9gram, The Energy Efficient Engine

Comfc,_e_= _eveloD_ert amc Z_:e_ra_iyn crog_am will develop an_ demonstrate ?me

technology for acr:e,ing mi_er oJera!! efficiency (then_odynamic an_ proDuC-

tive; _m _Jture er._ro_me_=al_ acceptable turbofan engines. To meet these

=rogram objectives, the C_'e_t program consist_ of the following two tasks:

Task ! -- ;!_ght P_OOulSiOn System analysis, design, ard integration

TaSK 2 -- COmconent analysis, :esign, and development.

_ore s_ecificalli, "a_k ; _co._ide s fsr I_ the greliminary design of a flight

;_u;s;_n system _sec c _ ,a.-_cus iterat_ve analyses and design updates, 2)

_roD_;s!on system/a_rcra=t _:eg_a:ioq eva_uation, 3) prog'am risk assessment,

4> a te:nnolngy be_ef:t/co_ sto_, ano 5_ an advanced turbofan nacelle de _-

r_:Gor StJOy -- t_e z._CeL: _: tn:_ _e_crZ.

'_e cem_eted _enef_t/ccs: _tudy (Ref. 2> _dentified several design cha_ac-

te_ist;cs that ca _. maximize fuel savings beyond those projecteo for the

ref_eo Energy ;_-:e_t _ ,,e e.,a =a,e, :n at study. One of several

aovance_ cc_cects _e_:_;e] a_ :cn:'i_ut!rg to fuel savir:gs is a short, slim

race;_e. "_e A_,va_ces -ursc_a - Nacelle Definition Study was added to ?he

Ererg, Efficient Erg_re _rogram _ ]ecemteF, _983 to further define advamced

racei!e configurat!or:s _or zome o_ the ,more promising _rcpulsion systems iden-

";f;_ _ the bene_:_'-_, _* _..... Tqe stray _OCJS_C "._ :0. e_ternal drag con-

figurations ,'?h !_let _es_a_s ?,-at are tnin-li,;e_ a_3 ra_,e short diffuser

_r'_crs wit_ _ir,!mam !nte-na! _]c, _e#a,-_ti_,, Low ,oiume thrust re_er-

" - " ...... _!der_d. installation drawings were:er.,'_s _ er confi_u at_yn_ were al_,_ _vr.

#resa_e_ and su£_i_ed _o t_e Douglas #_rcraft Company ,_ic#. as the suOcon-

tractr/, Conducted an independent e_a_uation of tme refined nacelle installa-

t{oQ_. T_ese _rawi_gs also formed t_e basis _or refined weight and cost esti-

mate_ _sed i_ a_ e-fine benefits eva]uation. The Boeing and LOckheed Aircraft

cemDa_!e; _ro_i0es Qua:_ta'ive comments on the mace;Re and _nsta;iaticn

_,._, _I ''_:'J_e: _ :e.L_no:og le,_elocment clar for or,_gi_g the smOrT

:!--;_e qar_:_e_.. :_cec:. :-to a _tate -__-, techno;ogy readiness.



SECTION 3.0 STUDY GROUND RULES

In conjunction with Douglas Aircraft Ccwnpany, Pratt & Whitney carefully
reviewed the aircraft, mission, economic, and nacelle related assumptions use0
in calculating benefits for advanced turbofan propulsion systems in the
earlier Energy Efficient Engine Benefit/Cost Study.

As a result of this review, Pratt & Whitney recommended updating the Energy
Efficient Engine (E_) economic model for use in the Advanced Turbofan
Nacelle Definition Study. The E_ Benefit/Cost Study (Ref. 2) was completeO
using 1980 dollars with three fuel prices: $0.26, $0.40, and $0.53 per liter
($1.00, $I.50, and $2.00 per gallon). The recommendation was to re ise the
economic model to reflect 1983 dollars while continuing to use the same three
fuel prices. Revised ground rules are shown in Tables 3-I and 3-11. Otner than
updating to 1983 dollars, the economic model and method of analysis are essen-
tially unchanged. Figures 3-I and 3-2 present information used in calculating
crew costs.

The three airplanes described in Table 3-11I were reconw_ended for use in the
evaluation. The short range, 150 passenger airplane is essentially identical
to the one used in th_ earlier Benefit/Cost Study. The medium and long range
airplanes have been updated to reflect the industry trend toward minimizing
the number of engines for each aircraft/mission requirement. Thus, the domes-

tic trijet shown in the reference becomes a twinjet, and the intercontinental
quadjet is replaced with a trijet. These aircraft cover a wide range of pos-
sible applications for advanced technology engines and nacelles. The recom-
mended updates were approved by the NASA program manager.

P
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TABLE 3-I

Guidelines for E3 Direct Operating Cost (DOC) and DOC+Interest

Economic Analysis -- Recommended Revisions (I/84) for Nacelle Definition Study

Notes

l, 2, 4

3

l, 2

3, 2

l, 2

3

l, 2

3

3

Crew Cost

Fuel

Aircraft

o Price

o Utilization

o Block Time

Insurance

Airframe Maintenance

Maintenance Burden

Depreciation

o Spares

Engine Maintenance

Year Dollars

Interest Rate

1983 u_date of 1979 Boeing

$0.26, 0.40, O.53/liter ($I.00, 1.50,

2.00/gallon; in 1983 dollars

P_A 1983

1979 Boeing

1979 Boeing

I/2% flyaway per year

1983 update o_ !979 B_eing

200% labor

Straight-line, 15 years to 10% residual

Airframe: 6%

Engine: 30%

Mature _ngine, no immaturity bump

No derate

1983

15%

Notes: I) Different from E3 Benefit/Cost Study
2) Equations/explanation on next page
3) No change from E3 Benefit/Cost Study
4) Crew pay will be fixed for each a_piane tjpe

(i.e., changes in gross weight caused by
technology and/or propulsion system differences
will not influence crew Day once the reference
airplane configuration has been establisneJ).

&

i.#
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TABLE 3-I!

Recommended 1983 Economic Model Equations

•Crew Oost

(S/Bloc_ Hour)

A_ rcraf t Price

Domesti_ - 1.4SS |(33.7 rv + 28.0a} Fu • 32.)0

(2 trey}

Internation41 - 1.($$ ((24.10 Fv + 248.30} Fu * 81.00)

Where rv & F u are attached

o _twNr 0.7

0.80S6/_) x 10 £ (Air#tame}
% J

• 1.611 (0.0_9 (se&ts) - 0.315} Z 106 {Furn/shinqs}

1.611 (0.0022 (seats) • 1.81) z 106 (&vioaics)

U:il izacion Constant Trips/Yea.- as Function of Range

()200 e 250 N_.. 2200 e 500 N-..

1400 e 1000 NIl, 850 _ 2000 IO1 }

Block T_ Taxi Times -- Domestic 14 min

International 18 min

*Airfcame _(ainCenance -- ]9SS /Block TLme
Material - O. _1000/,

Labor I0 __O_O_ / 0. 7906- .0734 /Block Time

I Labor P.ate

WaS - Ai_rame Weight - Ok.-Engine weight

Labor RaCe (Direct) - S15.15/_k_r
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TABLE 3-111

Recommended Pratt & Whitney Energy Efficient Engine Study Aircraft

PART l: Recommended Missions

Design Range (NM)

Typical Range (NM)

Design Payload (Passengers)

Cruise Mach Number

Initial Cruise Altitude, m (ft.)

Takeoff Field Length, m (ft.)

Domestic Domestic Intercontinenta]

1800 4000 6000

400 I000 2000

150 350 440

0.78 0.80 0.80

11,887 11,887 10,058
(39,000) (39,000) (33,000)

1,828 2,438 3,048

(6,000) (8,000) (I0,000)

PART 2: Recommended Aircraft

TOGW Class, kg (lbs.)

w ng

Aspect Ratio

Quarter Chord Sweep (degrees)

Fuselage

Diameter, cm (in.)

Seating (# first/tourist)

Seating (A/B first/tourist)

Engine

Number

Location

Takeoff Thrust Class, N (Ibs.)

61,234 199,546 306,173
(135,000) (440,000) (675,000)

10 12 12

23 25 25

391 601 601

(154) <237) (237)

12/138 54/296 44/396

416 6/9 6/9

2 2 3

Wing Wing Ning/Tail

93,412 266,892 200,169

(21,000) (60,000) (45,000)



SECTION 4.0 CONFIGURATION SELECTION

4.1 ENGINE CYCLE SELECTION

The approved airplane and economic n_odels referred to in Section 3.0 were Jsed
to generate trade factors showing the effects of TSFC, weight, costs, and
maintenance costs on mission fueI burn and economics For each airplane at each
of the three fuel prices. These trade Factors were then used to evaluate a
matrix of dlrect drive, geared, mi_ed flow, and separate flow engines (incor-

porating year 2000-2010 technology levels) which ,ere originally evaluated in
the Benefit/Cost Study. Engine_ with bypass ratios ranging from 7 to 17 and
both advanced and current technology nacelle desilns were evaluated. Only iso-
fated pod performance was considered; potential interference drag and/or

ground clearance, etc., problems arising from specific airplane applications
were not addressed. Engines were sized at cruise and a]I had adequate take-off
thrust to meet field length requirements.

Results of the updated screening evaluations are shown in Figures 4.1-I

through 4.1-3 for $O.4011iter ($1.50/gai.) fuel price. Lowering fuel price to
$O.26111ter ($I.001gai.) has little effect on cycle selection, as shown in
Figure 4.1-3, where $0.40 and $0.2611iter ($1.50 and $1.O0/ga1.) results are
compared. Likewise, Figure 4.1-I shows that raising fuel prices to $0.5311iter
($2.001gai.) has very little effect on the trends. DOC and fuel burn trends
are quite similar to those of the original Benefit/Cost Study, as a c(_nparison
of Figure 4.1-4 with Figure 4.l-I shows. Geared, separate-flow engines provide
best D(X]÷I and fuel burn regardless of airplane type. For these engines, the

optimum bypass ratio appears to be approximately 13.0 for minimum DOC+I. The
short-range twin optimizes somewhat below 13.0, and the long range trijet

optimizes slightly above. Minimum fuel burn, however, occur; at the highest
bypass ratio investigated for a11 three airplane types. The best direct-drive
engine is also separate-flow and has an optimum bypass ratio near 10.0.
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Figure 4.1-4
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Based on the updated screening study results, the engine cycles shown in Table
4.I-I were recommended and approved fOr use in the preliminary design phase of

the study. They encompass airplane thrust requirements ranging from the sma]]
domestic twin to the large domestic twin and represent minimum DOC÷I and mini-
mum fuel burn bypass ratios, as shown in Figures 4.1-5 and 4.1-6. The refe-

rence engine for comparative purposes is the Maximum Efficiency Energy Effi-
cient Engine (ME 4) that was defined in Reference 2.

I
L

b

TABLE 4.1-I

Recommended Engine Cycles

ME" STF654 STF653 STF653-DD

Fan Drive

Take-Off Thrust, N (lbs.)

Bypass Ratio (Mc.)
Fan Pressure Ratio (Mc.)
Overall Pressure Ratio (McQ)
Combustor Exit Temperature,
Max °C (Max °F)

Direct Geared Geared Direct
177,928 106.756 257,995 222,410
(40,000) (24,000) (58,000) (50,000)

7.2 11.8 12.8 9.6

1.65 1.56 1.53 1.70

38 6 55.0 64.0 64.0

1,435 1,482 1,482 ],482
(2,616) (2,700) (2,700) (2,700)

10
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4.2 NACELLE CONCEPT SELECTION

Aerodynamics

Nacelle concept selection was based upon the principle of defining the ideal

geometric configuration from an aerodynamic standpoint and then assessing the

factors that might compromise the ideal configuration. Engine installation

features affecting the application of this principle were considered in the

selection of the recommended engine cycles described in Section 4.! For e,am-

ple. the STF653 engine with a bypass ratio of 12.8 is amenable to "clean'

nacelle contours, as shown in Figure 4.2-I, and can accommodate co_-e-mounte_

accessories. However, an engine with essentially the same bypass ratio in a

smaller thrust s_ze (STF654) may have essentially the same ideal nace_le aerc.-

dynamic contours (see Figure 4.2-2) but may require installation of engine

_2



accessories in the cowl if there is not sufficient room for them in the engine
core. This possibility could slgnificantly compromise the nacelle geometry and
needs to be explored. The advanced technology nacelle contours recommended for
Further analysis are shown in Figures 4.2-I through 4.2-3.

Figure 4.2-i
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A comparison of the nacelle contours resulting from the application of
advanced and current technology aerodynamic concepts is i11ustrated in Figure
4.2-4, along with the impact of advanced technology on nacelle design fea-
tures. The principal nacelle characteristics which differentiate each nacelle
concept are listed in Figure 4.2-5, and the design-point aerodynamic con-
ditions are listed in Table 4.2-I. Preliminary estimates of nacelle instal-
lation losses For the advanced concepts relative to current conceots are shown
in Figure 4.2-6.
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F_gure 4.2-4 A Comparison of Advanced and Current Technology Designs
Illustrates the Potential Impact of Design Innovation and

Advanced Aero Technology
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Preliminary Nacelle Geometric Characteristics

TABLE 4.2-I

Nacelle Design Point Conditions

Flacn Numoer: d.c_U
Altitude: lO.ol km (35,00U ft.)

Fan ,.lozzle
Pressure Ratio

Pri_aary i_ozzle
Pressure Ratio

;,laxi,,lumCorrected

Flow in kg (Ibs.)/sec

Wa _t2

6t 2

,.lassFlow
Ratio (_FR)

STF65J STF653-00 STF654

2.32 2.51 Z.36

1.80 1.86 1.78

1,239 957 498
(2733) (ZllO) (IIOU)

d. 94 0.94 0.94
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Acoustics

Acoustic treatment requirements are another potential source of compromise to
the nacelle aerodynamic contours. The recommended nacelle contours were sub-
jected to a qualitative assessment based on the amount of surface area avai]-
ab]e for acoustic treatment. The JT9D-TR4 nacelle was used as a reference.
Comparisons were done in terms of the length-to-height (L/H) ratio of the
inlet, fan duct and taiIpipe. Results are summarized in the following table

[ABLE 4.2-II
Approximate L/H _vailable For Treatment Relative to JT9D-7R4

EdclIIJE INLET FA_J DUCT TAILPIPE

SFFUS3 ._u% 60% 110%
STF653-DD 5U% 60% 120%

STFOb4 5u% 40% LlO_'_

i,.,_ J

Principal areas of concern are the inlet and Fan duct, because the area:

available for treatment of Fan and low pressure compressor noise are con%_-
derably less than in the JI9D-7R4 nacelle. Areas available in the

tailpipe for treatment of turbine noise are comparable and are ex0ected to be
less of a concern. In view of the cursory nature of this evaluation, the
resu]ts were not weighed t(x)heavily in the selection Process. However, future
study efforts investigating acoustic emissions must consider the following:

0

0

0

minimization of pylon disturbances at the fan

cambered rather than conventionai drooped inlet to minimize disto, ti_ns

provision for as much treatment as possible in nacelle a_d engine _e.._.,
in the fan case and in the "goose-neck" flowpath leading to the Icw pres-
sure compressor).

15



4.3 REVERSERCONCEPTSELECTION

High bypass ratio cycles require less reverser effectiveness than current
cycles due to increased ram drag (larger fan diameter and flow) and higher fan
gross thrust to total net thrust ratio. The increased ram drag becomes increa-
singly potent at increased 'down-the-runway' aircraft velocities. F_ure 4.3-I
presents results obtained in the earlier Benefit/Cost Studies. ine studies
show that the 12.B bypass ratio engine requires approximately half the JT9D
reverser effectiveness to supply the same reverse thrust as a percentage of
forward thrust. This result was based on an assumed takeoff turbine tem-

perature and also assumed no fan or gas generator match point shift from for-
ward to reverse operation. Evaluating a range of design bypass ratio cycles at

an average 'down-the-runway' condition of I00 knots flight velocity, the mini-
mum effectiveness to meet the JTgD reverse thrust level decreases as bypass
ratio _s increased (Figure 4.3-2). This leads to the objective of achieving

the simplest reverser n_echanical design that will provide the required effec-
tiveness, with minimum or no compr_ise to the nacelle aerodynamic design.

I--
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Figure 4.3-I Comparison of Reverse Thrust Requirements for Advanced High

Bypass Ratio Turbefan Engine and Current JTgD
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Requirements as a

The literature identifies many reverser concepts. The most successful types
generally fall into one of two categories: cascade reversers and target rever-
sers. Figures 4.3-3 through 4.3-6 identify examples of design concepts that

embody the two kinds of reversers recommended for evaluation in the prelimi-
nary design phase of the study. Figure 4.3-3 is the baseline reference system
and is representative of the type of fan reverser scheme used in current tech-
nology nacelles. It is a proven design that features a translating cowl,
blocker doors to divert the fan air, and turning vanes (cascades) to provide
efficient reversal of the fan flow. Figure 4.3-4 is a simple variant of the

scheme shown in Figure 4.3-3, which eliminates the use of cascades. Flow
turning will not be as efficient without cascades, and reverser effectiveness
will be less than that for the reference scheme. However, it has the advan-

tages of not requiring space in the cowl for the cascade trays and opens up
the reverser passage flow area, thereby reducing the actuator stroke. These
features offer reduced weight and complexity.

17
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Figure 4.3-3 Typica] Cascade Reverser Representative of Current Designs
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Figure 4.3-4 Simple Variant of the Cascade Reverser Concept Where the
Cascades Have Been Eliminated
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Figure 4.3-5 Possible Core-Mounted Target Reverser Concept for Diverting Fan
Flow
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Figure 4.3-6 Possible Core-Mounted Target Reverser Concept for Diverting Both
Fan and Primary Stream Flow
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Figures 4.3-5 and 4.3-6 illustrate core-mounted reverser schemes that typify
target reversers. These could be employed should fan cowl mounted systems
unduly compromise the nacelle aerodynamic design. Figure 4.3-5 identifies a
system of blocker doors that effectively diverts and/or reverses the fan flow.
Turning vanes may be included in the upstream d(:x:)rsif flow turning efficiency
is shown to be an important criterion. Figure 4.3-6 is a variant of the scheme
shown in Figure 4.3-5 and includes reversal of the primary (core) flow as well
as the fan flow. This scheme has the potential of improved reverser effective-
ness over the scheme shown in Figure 4.3-5. Reversible-pitch fan blades are
also potential reverser candidates, but studies have indicated that they are
not viable in the range of fan pressure ratios and fan tip speeds of interest.

The two advanced reverser designs evaluated during the nacelle preliminary
design activity were refinements of these representative schemes and incor-

porate necessary faii-safe features.
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SECTIONS.O
NACELLEANDTHRUSTREVERSER/SPOILERAERODYNAMICDESIGN

&

=W

Following approval of the recommended Engine/Nacelle conceptual configurations
discussed in Section 4.0, further analyses were conducted to refine the geome-
tric contours of current and advanced technology nacelles to meet aerodynamic
requirements at both on and off-design conditions. Included in these analyses
were low-volume thrust reversers (or spoilers). Analysis techniques and the
resultant nacelle contours are discussed in the following sections.

5.1 CURRENT TECHNOLOGY NACELLE AERODYNAMIC DESIGN

A standardized analysis procedure which calculates absolute nacelle perf3r-
mance was used to formulate currenc technology nacelle contours for the con-
tract study engine installations. The procedure comprises three general areas
of analysis: definition of nacelle geometry, computation of external flow
effects (drag), and computation of internal losses. Figure 5.l-I shows the
activities in each area and how each area is integrated to predict a final
nacelle performance level for a given design point. The procedure begins with
engine frame definition, which includes clearance requirements, accessory
envelope, and key cycle parameters. This information (described in Figure
5.1-2) is combined with experienced-based nacelle geometric parameters (shown
in Figure 5.1-3) and technology level assumptions and is used as input to the
Nacelle Geometry and Performance Program (NACPERF). The nacelle wrap metho-
dology utilized in this program incorporates elipses, Circular arcs, and
straight lines to speed the analysis and define the major nacelle charac-
teristics for the candidate enqine insta]lations.

ENGtNE FRAME OCMENSIONS

CLEARANCE REQUIREMENTS

GEARBOX ENVELOPE

I
NACELLE DESIGN PARAME"rERS |

TECHNOLOGY LEVEL ASSUMPTIONS !

i NACELLE GEOMETRY AND I

PERFORMANCE

(NACI_RF PROGRAM}

I
DESIGN TABLE INFORMATION |

AT TYPICAL CRUISE POINT I

1

I CALCULATE SKIN I
FRICTION LOSSES

i

I _AVEO_ IESTIMATE_.

I

I PRESSURE DRAG i
ESTtMATES

[

I AFTERBODY STEPS .ANO GAPS I
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Figure 5.1-I NACPERF Nacelle Design and Performance System 23
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The nacelle design procedure is illustrated in figures 5.1-4 through 5 I-8 an_
can be separated into a progression of sections as an entire nacelle i_
formed. The sequence of figures is intended to show each major section an_ a
method used to determine the nacelle wrap requirements for that section

Figure 5 I-4 shows the definition of the plug which is initially defined as a
cone. The core cowls are shown in Figure 5.1-5 and are essentially conical
with a maximum angle limit that historically has ensured attached flow on the
boattail "he core cowl must clear the turbine clearance point anO extend
rearward until the required primary jet area is achieved The initial core

cowl angle is set perpendicular to the fan nozzle exit angle, and the contour
curvature increases until the maximum angle is reached (again. the ma,im_jm

angle limit is based on experience). The outer contour of the primary duct is
assumed to be a straight line from the outside diameter of the zurbine exhaust
case to the end of the primary cow].

The fan duct, shown in Figure 5.1-2 is designed to minimize pressure loss from
the fan exit guide vanes to the duct exit, while providing sufficient length
for acoustic treatment requirements. As shown, the fan duct exit outside
diameter is estabTished to provide the required fan duct exit area while
accounting for the pylon width at the fan duct exit. Pylon width is typically
on the order of 47.62 cl_ (18.75 in.) for current large engine designs. The
interior inlet contour definition is shown in Fijure 5.1-7. The contour is
defined by an ellipse, two circular arcs, and a straight section between the
arcs while providing sufficient length for acoustic treatment requirements.
The slope of the straight section defines the maximu:, local diffusion angle.
Ti_e throat area is designed to provide a throat _4ach number less than 0.76 at

fnaxi_numcorrected flow. This provides some margin for future _hrust growth
throujh increased fan airflow capacity. The fan cowl contour fro,n the high-
light to the maximum diameter, Figure 5.l-8, is defined by a se;ni-cubi; para-
bola with the length, radial offset, and equation constants selected to
r_inimize wave draj. The contour from the maximum point to the end of the fan
cowl is defined by a circular arc as shown in Fijure 5.1-9. The _naximum con-
tour (boattail) anjle occurs at the exit and is based on preventing flow sepa-
ration on the fan cowl.
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Figur_ 5.1-4 Exhaust Nozzle Plug -- Essentially Conical in ShaDe
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Figure 5.1-5 Core Cowl Contour Definition

Figure 5.1-6 Fan Duct Exit Contour Definition
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Figure 5.1-8 Forward Fan Cowl Outer Contour Definition
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Z

nacelle geometry has been defined, computatlon of external flow
effects (drag) and Internal losses outlined in Figure 5.1-10 can begln. Exter-
nal drag estimates begin wlth the calculatlon of a cow] wetted area (A_,,)
scrubbed by the freestream flow. rhls area is used to calculate a flat plate
skin friction drag.

COWt FRICTION + WAV1E ORAG _ FAN OUCT LOSS

/ • STEPS md_lD GA_

11 _ • cN=_a-tLoss

I ._,-rE_y_o _Lo_

/
I_tMARy OUCT LOSS /

B S_KIN FRICTION

• STEPS _10

_<_zz_ c v

Figure 5.1-I0 Aerodynamic Losses Factored into Nacelle Design

Model test data have shown that true integrated fan cowl friction drag levels
are approximately 98_ of the flat plate skin friction value. As a result, the
equation for fan cowl friction drag becomes:

Drag fan cowl = 0.98 (Drag)_,,, 0,_,. (l)

Afterbody drag is calculated based on wetted area scrubbed by fully expanded
fan flow (the shadowing of the pylon is subtracted From the afterbody wetted
area). A flat plate skin friction drag is calculated assuming that boundary
]ayer growth starts upstream of the fan exit.

Pylon wetted areas are calculated from the area scrubbed by a constant area,
unexpanded fan flow. The pylon is assumed to close out to a knife edge at the
primary exit plane. Pylon drag is calculated as"

Orag,y_o_ = Drag_rte,uo_y x A....pylon iA_, afterbody (2)

An additional loss is bookkept on the afterbody to include steps and gaps ove_

IP

b

i
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and above the flat plate friction calculation.

In addition to skin Friction drag, shock losses (wave drag) may occur if the
flow over the cowl surface becomes locally supersonic and aerodynamic contour
displacement drag (form or pressure drag) will occur as a result of boundary
layer viscous effects. Wave drag carpet plots (as a function of D_ID_.
and L/D_, were generated for a range of mass flow ratios and free stream
Mach numbers, using a transonic inlet analysis, to determine the region of
shock free contours of minimum wave drag (see Figure 5.1-II). The design
intent for the current technology nacelles was to have shock free contours by



ensuring that D,ID_=, and LID_,, were optimized. A correlat|on was then
developed that related pressure drag to skin friction plus wave drag and Is a
function of nacelle fineness ratio. The co_'relatlon shown in Figure 5.|-|2 Is
based on nacelle test data and estimates of skin friction drag and wave drag
using the methods described ear'|ier. The value of Co pressure/CD friction

+ Cn wave is applied to the friction drag to determine nace]le pressure
drag. Pressure and skin friction drag are then combined to obtain the" exter-
nal flow effects" drag.

OF F'_.,

WAVE

DRAG

COEFF.

DH/DMAX

L/DMAX

Figure 5.1-11 Nave Drag Carpet Plot Defines Region of Shock-Free Contours

OC

FINENESS RATIO, LTOT/DEQUIV.

Figure 5.1-12 Shock-Free Nacelle Drag Coefficient Correlation
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Computation of tnternal losses includes inlet recovery, duct losses, duct flow

leakage, and nozzle efficiency. In!e + recovery estimates are based on inlet

scale model tests and the recovery _HTz/PT) VS. corrected airflow to inlet

throat area (N=IAt) correlation shown in Figure 5.I-13. Fan and primary

duct pressure loss calculations are made using a one-dimensional skin friction

analysis. Fan ducts are assumed to be hardwall or incorporate Dynarohr _

sound treatment material, which elevates the friction coefficient. The primary

duc+_ are assumed to have porous plate sound treatment material with a !7%

pot ity. Fan duct pressure loss also included offset loss (Figure 5.1-14)

which relates to the amount of outward Oisplacement of the flow through the

duct from the case exit to the nozzle exit. An additional pressure loss, used

to account fo _ duct steps and gaps, is included in both the fan and the pri-

mary duct pressure loss. To account for losses associated with leakage of

reverser seals and fan duct door seals, a percentage of fan duct flow, based

on full scale test experience, is assumed to be lost in a radial direction.

Finally, nozzle efficiency or nozzle exit plane thrust coefficients are used

to account for losses associated with non-uniform velocity profiles at the

nozzle exit. These coefficients, shown in Figure 5.I-15 for fan and primary

nozzles, are based on extensive model data.
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Figure 5.1-_3 Inlet Total Pressure Recovery Correlation
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Figure _.I-14 Fan Duct Offset Loss Correlation



Figure 5.1-15
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I I
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NOZZLE EXPANSION RATIO
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Fan and Primary Nozzle Gross Thrust Coefficient

Utilizing these procedures, aerodynamic contours were established for the cur-
rent technology nacelles wrapped around the three candidate advanced tech-
nology engines (STF653, STF653-DD, STF654) described in section 6.1.
Characteristics of these nacelles are summarized In figure 5.1-16. These con-
tours formed the reference point for the engine and nacelle integration
efforts described in section 6,0
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5.2 A_VANCED TECHNOLOGY NACELLE AERODYNAMIC DESIGN

The previous section described the Nacelle design procedures and design cri-
teria that nave proven successful in service. Application of this design pro-
cess to a series of turbofan engines with increasing fan diameters, indicated
that nacelle installation losses increased in direct proportion to the nacelle
diam(ter. It became apparent that the potentially large fuel savings asso-
ciated with increased bypass ratio could be offset by these losses unless
growth in nacelle diameter and cowl wetted area could be controlled. This led
to the definition of the s_1ort, slim-line nace11,: concepts described in sec-
tion 4.2, which challenge the state-of-the-art in n_celle aerodynamic tech-
nolo_Lv. ,_erodynamic analysis of these advanced technology nacelles focused on
inlet an;j fan duct flow concerns and the elimination of wave drag o_ the
nacelle cowl.

5.2.1 Inlet and Duct Far_ Analysis

The critical geometric parameter controlling nacelle diameter for a fan with
_iven diameter is fan cowl thickness. This is normally dictated by aerodynamic
and structural concerns as well as the volume requirement for accessories,
plumbing and thrust reversers. Taking into account advancements in l) mate-
rials tecnnologies, 2) improved load carrying, 3) structural arrangements, and

4) reductions in accessory, plumbing and thrust reverser volume requirements,
a minimum cowl thickness over the fan cases of 12.7 cm (5 in.) was established
as a starting point in the formation of the advanced tecnnology nacelle geo-

metric configurations.

Attention was then focused on the inlet lip thickness (Figure 5.2-I). Reducing
the maximum diameter while s_ill holding the fan diameter and the maximum
climb airflow constant creates an aerodynamic concern at the inlet lip. The
reduced _aximum diameter requires that the inlet highlight diameter be reduced
in order to insure low wave drag at cruise. However, holding constant maximum
climb airflow _ach number through the inlet throat also requires that the
throat !iameter be held constant. Consequently, the highlight closes down onto

the thr_at. This creates a sharp internal lip, whlch introduces concern over
flow separation at angels of attack (lower lip) and at static/low speed, high
power conditions, especially with crosswind. In order to provide relief, the
maximum inlet throat Mach nL_ber at the top of climb was increased. The
increased flow velocity _educed the inlet throat diameter and permitted an
increase in the radius of curvature around the internal lip, which provided

so_e relief to the internal flow separation concern at the throat. To further
balance the aerodynamic threats, the highlight diameter to maximum diameter
ratio for shock-free (no wave drag) inlet designs was increased slightly to
provide more relief on the internal lip, which created a slight threat to the

zero wave drag performance assumption. This threat is discussed in Section
5.2.2.

_2

There are potential concerns arising from design modifications to reduce the
inlet _nroat diameter. First, the inlet internal diffusion task is made more
difficult. The fan face Mach number stays fixed, but the inlet throat Mach
number _a_ increase¢, necessltating more throat-to-fan face diffusion. This in
turn i_i_e3 that more inlet length is required to control the magnitude of
the ad.:er_e pressure gradients. This has not been a problem to date because
inlet length has traditionally been set by acoustic treatment requirements,

where _e acoustic treatment surface areas and/or length to duct height ratios
over-s_adowed the diffusion requirements
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Using diffuser data correlations, it was determined that, even with the ele-
vated throat Mach numbers, the advanced nacelle diffusers would maintain
attached flow with inlet lengths considerably shorter than those of conven-
tional nacelles (see Figure 5.2-2). Acoustic assessments, discussed in Sect}on

6.5, showed that advanced high byp&ss ratio, low nozzle pressure ratio engines
have the potential to meet the present FAR 36 rule with the shorter, advanced
technology inlets.

The second concern related to reduced inlet throat area is the loss of engine
growth. Experience has shown that when a new engine enters service, the cus-
tomers will be looking eventually for more thrust. Increased payload, more
aggressive mission requirements, etc., usually lead to a family of engines
within one m_del. For example the JTBD-I, 9, 15, ano 17 were successively
higher thrust nw)dels of the JT8D. Similarly the JT9D-7_ 7Q, 7R4, 7R4-H cover a
thrust range from nominally 177 to 266 thousand Newtons (40-60 thousand Ibs.).

From an economic point of view, it is desirable to accomplish this growth
without changing the nacelle. The throat Mach number of the conventional
nacelle was selected to provide margin fcr increasing the inlet airflow with-
out changing the nacelle. With the advanced nacelle there is little or no
margin for increasing inlet airflow because the inlet throat Mach number is

near the design limit. Therefore, increasing thrust by increasing airflow
would require a larger diameter fan, which in turn requires a new inlet. Since
the inlet must be re-designed, the consequences of opening up the throat at
that time are minimal. Thrust growth without nacelle change could be accom-
plished by increasing the jet velocity via increased fan pressure ratio or
increased exhaust gas temperature at constant inlet airflow.

The aerodynamic design from the fan duct aft is made easier by the tight wrap
(minimum cowl thickness) philosophy. The maximum mean boattail angle from the
maximum diameter to the fan nozzle exit sets the required duct length needed
to avoid incurring flow separation and a drag penalty. This same limiting
angle was used for both the current technology nacelles and the more tightly
wrapped advanced technology nacelles (see Figure 5.2-3). For the same nozzle

area, the tight wrap will result in a shorter fan duct, as shown in the figure.

-- CU_wI" TECI'_WK_LOr_V r_AC..EcLIE

.... AC'VAt_CEO TECW_W,<:_.OC_YNJu_EU..E

L _I
- r -I

CU_NT

CLF._d_C E ]

J_aT,O4ED COWl. 'FNGTM

TUQIWNE

Figure 5.2-3 Comparison of Fan Cowl Lengths
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This feature is extremely important because advanced engines with their high
component efflciencles, high overall pressure ratios, and high cycle tempera-
ture will have significantly shorter and smaller dlameter cores than current
technology engines. The tight wrap of the advanced technology nacelle around
the fan case enables the achievement of the desired fan nozzle while at the

same time maintaining a tight afterbody wrap around the turbine case. The
overall benefit is a reduction in nacelle wetted area. The current technology
fan case wrap and the boattail angle limits, however, require either a longer
fan duct (higher duct pressure loss), or an afterbody shape that is displaced
radially outward to keep the fan duct length under control (see Figure 5.2-4).
The later design approach is also limited because of the constraints on the
maximum afterbody angle. Locating the fan throat at a larger mean radius leads
to inordinately large afterbody wetted areas and subsequent friction drag

penalties.

1
Figure 5.2-4 Current Technology Case Nrap Leads to a Long Fan Duct or Large

Core Cow]

5.2.2 External Wave Draq Analysis

The design process described in Section 5.2.1 indicated that the tight wrap
philosophy used to configure the advanced technology nacelles resulted in con-
figurations that a) had compact aft ends that stayed within conventional
Closure angle limits, and b) lead to thin inlet lips which threatened off-
design performance and challenged the "zero wave drag" assumption. This sec-
tion describes the analytical work performed under the present contract to
address the "zero wave drag at cruise assumption" Section 8.0 describes con-
cepts and recommended technology programs to Further address both of these
concerns.

lit
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The analysis used in this study is an adaptation of the Euler Solution ori-
ginally developed for transonic cascades (Ref. 3). A computational grid was
developed by Pratt & Whitney that allows application of this analysis to the
complete nacelle (Figure 5.2-5), or for sections of the nacelle, such as the
inlet (Figure 5.2-6). Pratt & Whitney has had great success in the use of this
code, and through experience has developed confidence in its accuracy. For
high speed cruise problems, the angle of attack is small enough that the axi-
symmetric version of the code can be used. At take-off rotation angles, seconO
segment climb, or at cruise with modest angles of attack, the three-dimen-
sional version of the analysis is required. In all cases, the code has shown
its accuracy and versatility as evidenced by the following prediction vs.
static pressure data comparisons for the Pratt & Whitney .]T9D-7R4nacelle at
the top, side, and bottom of the nacelle, both inside and outside for the fol-
lowing diverse range of operating conditions:

Mach Number Angle of Attack Inlet Mass Flow Ratio __g_.

O.Ol 0.0 ° High Power 5.2-7A
0.2 24 ° Windmill 5.2-7B
0.25 16° High Power 5.2-7C
0.6 4° Typical Cruise 5.2-7D
0.6 4° Maximum Cruise 5.2-7E
0.8 0.0 ° Typical Cruise 5.2-7F
0.8 0.0 ° Maximum Cruise 5.2-7G

Exercising the three-dimensional version of the code was outside the scope of
the present contract effort, so off-design condition angle of attack problems
were not addressed. However, the flow field at high speed (Mn = 0.8), zero
angle of attack with the axisymmetric version of the code was analyzed in some
detail. Initial analyses of 'thin lip' configurations, using a semi-cubic
parabola to define the external inlet contour resulted in high external inlet
Math numbers and shock strengths. Peak Mach numbers were as high as 1.5, with
strong multiple shocks (Figure 5.2-8). The conventional semi-cubic parabola
was subsequently abandoned in favor of contour refinement using a full poten-
tial transonic analysis. After many iterations, a contour was formulated that
virtually e_minated the lid shock, keeping the peak Math numbers to I.I
thereby virtually eliminating any wave drag (Figure 5.2.9). Consequently
Pratt & Whitney has concluded that, through use of Transonic Computational
Fluid Dynamics (CFD), 'slim-line' nacelles can be designed to achieve low
cruise drag.
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Figur_ 5.2-5 Full Nacelle Computational Grid

Figu_-e 5.2-6 Isolated Inlet Computational Grid
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5,2.3 Advanced TechnoloQy Nacelle Definition

Utilizing the procedures described in sections 5.1, 5.21 and 5.2.2, ideal
aerodynamic contours were established For the advanced technology nacelles
wrapped around the three advanced techno]ogy engines (STF653, STF653-DD,
STF654) described in section 6.1. Characteristics of these nacelles are sum-

marized in Figure 5.2-10. These iaealized contours formed the reference point
for the engine and nacelle integration efforts described in Sectlon 6.0.
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5.3 THRUST REVERSER AERODYNAMIC DESIGN

AS shown in section 4.3, the reverser effective requirements for high bypass
ratio turbofans are significantly lower than those required for current en-

gines due to increased ram drag (large fan diameter) and higher fan g,-)s%
thrust to tota] net thrust ratlo. The increased ram drag becomes increa-
singly potent at higher 'down-the-runway' aircraft velocities. The thrift

reverser effectiveness required for each of the three study engines is _:,r
in Figure 5.3-I at an average 'down-the-runway' condition of I00 Wnots _!i]_t
velocity without the primary thrust spoiled. The minimum effectivenes_ to meet

the JT9D reverser thrust level decreases as bypass ratio increases.

• I010 K_T _LI_T VIIELO(_h"Y

• _NI_IEV = 321% r-_r_O_AR 0
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10 --

I
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Figure 5.3-I

i I !
10 _5 21]

BYPASS RATIO

Reverser Effectiveness Requirements

The two types of fan reversers selected for further evaluation were cascace
reversers and target reversers, Several principal physical parameters were

selected for each type of reverser so that the overall dimensions and key
characteristics of each configuration could be defined to meet a specified
reverser effectiveness and effective flow area. FOr the cascade reversers, tr:

principal physical parameters were defined as the following:

1) cascade iength (1_);
2) cascade diameter (D,):
3) the included angle of the cascade circumference , e_>;
4) cascade discharge angle ( B);
5) cascade chord (c):

6) cascade pitch/chord ratio (S/C).
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These parameters are il]ustrated In Figure 5.3-2. For "the target reversers,
the principal physical parameters (as illustrated In Figure 5.3-3) were
defined as

I) reverser spacing (It);
2) reverser size (h'IH);
3) reverser _nqle (e);
4) discharge an_:le (_).

The l_ngth (L) of each cascade reverser was sized using the following equation"

L = K (AJCD)_A,,

(Co cascade) (Cos B ) _ Dc (_c/360)

where (AJCD)_,, is the fan nozzle effective flow area in the non-reverse
mode, C_ is the cascade discharge coefficient (Co = 0.95), and K is the
factor to account FOr compressor bleed margin and blockage of rails and vanes
(K = 1.1).

The reverser effectiveness (_R) was calculated as"

7IR = Cos (90- BE:;)

where _,, is the effective reverser discharge angle.

' I
' f-7ff//
J--___

L,J

ct

_CADIE PROFIUE
END VIEW

Figure 5.3-2 Principal Cascade Physical Parameters
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Figure 5.3-3 Principal Annular Target Reverser Parameters

The cascade discharge angle was set at 22 degrees to avoid excessive diffusion
throuQh the vanes which could result in flow separation and a loss of reverser
efficiency. With a typical deviation angle of 3 degrees (aero vs. vane geome-
try), the effective flow discharge angle becomes 19 degrees, which results in
a reverser effectiveness of 32.5 percent. This effectiveness exceeds the
effectiveness required for each engine to match JT9D capability. The principal

physical parameters of the cascade reverser for each engine are tabulated in
Table 5.3-I. Also tabulated is the reverser effectiveness needed to achieve a
reverse thrust that equals 33 percent of the forward thrust. Having this
excess reverse thrust with a 22 degree cascade discharge angle opens two

options:

l) reducing the cascade exit angle an appropriate amount to match the
3T9D capability: this reduces the length of the cascade tray and the
size of the blocker doors, resulting in a small weight savings:

2) lowering the engine thrust setting in reverse: this will pay off in
turbine life and durability -- of the two, this option was chosen.
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TABLE 5.3-I
Cascade Reverser Parameters

Required
Effectiveness

Engine _ _ (A_R)_ I_ Dc BE_,

cm (in.) cm(in.) cm(in.) S/C

STF653 16.7 % 16,860 46.17 299 19° 0.70
(6638) (18.18) (118)

STF654 18.4 % 6,654 29.33 195 19° 0.70

(2620) (11.55) (77)

STF653-DD 21.8 % 11,652.2 35.78 270.5 19° 0.70
(4587.5) (14.09) (106.5)

In the case of the target reversers, the reverser discharge angle was defined
as perpendicular to the throat plane defined by the reverser blocker door and
the bull nose. The orientation of the throat plane to produce the desired
reverser effectiveness was selected with the aid of a data correlation rela-
ting reverser effectiveness to the discharge angle. This correlation, which is

shown in Figure 5.3-4, was obtained from the "Final Report STOL Transport
Thrust Reverser/Vectoring Program" (Ref. 4). The reverser effective area was
defined as:

A_R =(AJCD)_,.
Co (l-K)

where Co is the discharge coefficient (Co = 0.80) and K is the factor to
account for compressor bleed margin and blockage (K = 0.06).
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The target reverser parameters h'IH, H, e , and I, were selected to produce
the desired throat plane area and discharge angle. The prlncipal physical
parameters for the long flap and pivot blocker door target reversers are shown
in Table 5.3-II.

The data shown in Tables 5.3-I and 5.3-II were utilized to assess the impact
of reverser volume requiremen_s on the ideal aerodynamic contours for the cur-
rent and advanced technology nacelles. The results of this assessment are
discussed in section 6.0.

TABLE 5.3-11

Target Reverser Parameters

Long Flap Reversers

Required
Reverser

Effectiveness

Engine _ (A_)E_ Ir h'/H H e
cm (in. ) cm(In.) cm(in.) deg_. de_cg_.

STF653 16.7% 6,654 42.04 1.196 63.402 50° 16.5"
(2620) (16.55) (24.961)

STF654 18.4% 6,654 25.96 1.207 39.958 50° 17.5°
(2620) (10.22) (15.731)

STF653-DD 21.8% 11,652.2 33.27 ].248 48.769 50° 20.0 °
(4587.5) (13.]0) (19.200)

Pivot Blocker Door Reverser

Required
Reverser

Effectiveness

Engine _R (AjR)_: lr h'IH H e
cm (in. ) cm(in.) cm(in.) _

STF653 16.7% 16,860 43.94 1.253 63.400 50° 20.0 °
(6638) (17.30) (24.961)

STF654 18.4% 6,654 26.92 1.273 39.956 50° 22.0 °
(2620) (10.60) (15.731)

STF653-DD 21.8% 11,652.2 34.29 1.313 48.768 50 ° 24.0 °
(4587.5) (13.50) (19.200)
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SECTION 6.0 ENGINE AND NACELLE INTEGRATION

Followlng definition of the aerodynamic contours for the current and advanced
technology nacelle Installations, further analyses were conducted to assess
the degree to which these contours might be affected by engine installation
requiFements. These analyses included:

I) engine configuration and flowpath definltlon for the recommended engine
cycles;

2) mechanical design and analysis of sufficient depth to ensure that the
resultant nacelle and reverser/spoiler configurations were mechanically

and structurally feasible:

3) investigation of airframe-engine interface requirements;

4) integration of the resultant engine/nacelle/reverser configuration into
isolated nacelle installations for airframe subcontractor evaluation and

mission benefits analysis;

5) a preliminary assessment of the noise characteristics of these instal-
lations.

These efforts are discussed in the following sections.
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6.1 ENGINE CONFIGURATION AND FLOWPATH DEFINITION

The three engine cycles selected for study in section 4.0 encompass two air-
plane thrust level requirements, with two low spool design philosophies in the
larger thrust size. Significant engine parameters affecting nacelle aero-
dynamic design are compared in Table 6.1-I. Detailed information on cycle
evaluation and flowpath studies is available in Volume II of Reference 2.

TABLE 6.1-I

Propulsion System Characteristics Summary

STF653 STF653-DD STF654

Cycle
Takeoff Thrust Size, N (lbs.)

Fan Pressure Ratio (MCR)
Bypass Ratio (MCR)
Overall Pressure Ratio

257,g95 222,410 I06,756
(58,000) (50,000) (24,000)
1.53 1.70 1.56
12.8 9.6 II.8
64 64 55

C__onfiguration
Compression System

Staging
Fan Drive

Axial Axial Axi-Centrifugal
I-3-11-2-5 I-5-11-2-7 ]-3-6+C-2-4
Geared Direct Geared

Geometry
Fan Tip Dia, cm (in.)

Low Turbine Max Dia, cm (in.)

Compression System Length, cm
(in.)

Overall Engine Length, cm (in.)

271.2 238.2 172.2

(106.8) (93.8) (67.8)

106.4 124.2 76.9

(41.9) (48.9) (30.3)

236.09 235.4 141.9
(92.95) (92.7) (55.9)

366.2 385.O 232.1

(144.2) (151.6) (91.4)

The choice between direct drive and gear driven fan systems affects the cycle
selection as well as the flowpath, both of which affect the nacelle design.

Compromise in the low rotor speed selection in a direct drive turbofan results

_n cycle optimization at higher fan pressure ratios and lower bypass ratios as
shown in the screening studies. This also requires an increase in low pressure

turbine stage number and elevation, increasing both the afterbody length and

diameter (Figure 6.1-I). Reduced bypass atio cycles require more effective

thrust reversing designs to meet a give{, airolane requirement. Ail of these

factors introduce variations between the STF653 and STF653-DD, which influence

the optimum nazelle design.
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Figure 6,l-I Comparison of Direct-Drive and Gear-Driven Fan Engine Flowpaths

Small thrust size engines offer several different challenges to nacelle design

relative to large engines. Design minimums may be encountered in both engine

and nacelle systems which prevent pure 'scaling down' of large engine results.

Table 6.1-I shows that the overall pressure ratio of the STF654 was reduced

relative to the large thrust size; this results from the adverse effect of

small flow size on performance as engines are scaled down, The choice of an

axial-centrifugal high-pressure compressor configuration is a direct conse-

quence of high pressure ratio and sma!! compressor exit corrected flow size.

This compact high spool with a radial bulge in the mid-section (Figure 6.1-2)

could affect engine accessory size and placement, warranting cowl-mounted

accessories and attendant nacelle aerodynamic compromise. Conventional fan

cowl thrust reversing systems could also present "packaging" difficulties in a

small, high bypass ratio turbofan. These are discussed further in the fol-

lowing section. Engine configuration and flowpath definitions resulting from

this effort were used in establishing the ideal nacelle aerodynamic contours
discussed earlier in section 5.0 as well as in establishing the installed pro-

pulsion system performance discussed in section 6.4.
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Figure 6.1-2 F1owpath of Gear-Driven
Compressor Stage

Fan Engine with a Centrifugal

6.2 NACELLE AND REVERSER MECHANICAL DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

6.2.1 Overview

The overall benefit of the advanced nacelle concepts described in Sections 4.0
and 5.0 is best measured in the context of what is best for the airline cus-
tomer. This means that not only must nacelle aerodynamic characteristics be

taken into consideration, but weight, cost and maintainability as wet1. Me-
chanical design analysis was therefore conducted I) to establish the nacelle

and reverser design definition necessary to enable preliminary weight and cost
estimates, 2) to assure mechanical feasibility of the recommended configu,-a-
tions, and 3) to provide installation drawings for use by the airframe sub-
contractor.

To establish a reference for quantifying the benefits of advanced nacelle and

reverser technologies, each of the advanced engines was first configured with

a nacelle and reverser representative of current (mid-1980's) technology. They
were subsequently configured with an advanced, slim-line nacelle to which was

applied two candidate advanced, ]ow-voiume reverser designs, which were
refinements of the concepts described in section 4.3. The high bypass ratios
of the selected engines put _ premium on controlling nacelle cowl diameter.
This was achieved, in part, by utilizing minimum thickness nacelle sections.

The resu]tant slim-line design, while providing aerodynamic benefits, _so
created a space constraint that wou]d preclude the use of cascade-type thrust
reversers typical of current designs. Offsetting this concern is the fact T_at

ram drag characteristics of very high bypass ratio engines may require only
spoiling or moderate reversal of fan thrust for aircraft deceleration. The two

advanced reverser concepts investigated take advantage of this relaxed
requirement.

High fan bypass ratios do pose challenges in the thrust reverser designs. The
larger flowpath area requires larger blocker doors and longer drag ]inks com-
pared to current engine designs. Sufficient ana]ysis was accomp]ished to
assure that proper thrust reverser areas were attained and that critical fea-

tures such as drag ]inks and blocker panels were properly sized.

One other potential constraint on achieving optimum slim-line nacelle contours
is the mount location of engine accessories. For ease of maintenance, acces-

sories are customarily mounted on the fan case or on the engine core case, if
space permits. However, mounting accessories on the fan case means com-

promising the optimum fan cowl geometry. Consequently, accessory location was
investigated in the design analysis.
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6.2.2 CascadeReverser Mechanical Desiqn

The reverser design concept shown in Figure 6.2-I is representative of all the
Current Nacelle Technology reverser designs. This design concept is basically
the same as the one used on current high bypass ratio production engines, with
slight modifications. It consists of a fixed cascade ring covere_ by a

translating outer shroud to which are attached twelve hinged blocker panels. A
hlnged drag link attaches to each of the panels and crosses the flow path to a
hinge on the inner fan duct cowl. The outer shroud Is translated by four
synchronized ball screw drives.

To adapt this reverser concept to the advanced technology "slim-line" nacelle

geometry, the ball screw drives must be located in the same diametral plane as
the cascade ring, which requires an integral clearance annulus in the cascade
ring. In the current production design, the ball screw drive is inside of the
cascade ring. These minor changes to the reverser design did affect the opti-
mum nacelle aerodynamic lines to some degree as shown in Figure 6.2-2. A more
detailed review of the thrust reverser design is recommended to further reduce
the reverser geometry to fit within the optimum aerodynamic naceile lines.

Figure 6.2-I Current Technology Cascade Reverser Design Concept
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6,2.3 Target Reverser Mechanical Design

As noted in Section 6.2.1. two low-volume, target type, reverser/spoiler con-

cepts were investigated which would meet thrust reverse requirements and still
fit within the optimum slim-line nacelle cowl geometry. The thrust spoiler
design concepts shown in Figure 6.2-3 are representative of all the Advanced
Thrust Spoiler designs. The primary Advanced Spoiler design snown in Figure
6.2-3A is similar to the Current Nacelle Reverser discussed in section 6.2.2.

except that the cascade has been deleted, which creates a thrust spoiler
rather than a thrust reverser. This requirement became necessary due to the
thin nacelle cowl contour which minimized the space necessary to install a
cascade thrust reverser design. The blocker panels, however, were designed to
provide some forward thrust out of the reverser opening. The rest of the sys-
tem -- including the _ ,nslating cowl, ball screw actuators, blocker panels
and drag links - ns basically the same as in the current technology
nacelle reverser _,.:.: .

The alternate Thrust Spoiler design shown in Figure 6.2-3B consists of a
translating cowl connected by links to Four blocker panels. The blocK=r panels
are supported by pins located in fixed 'strings,' or beams, located between
the panels. When the cowl is translated, the blocke_ panels are rotated

through the links into the fan duct where they turn the fan stream outward and
forward. A feature of this design not found in the other designs is that the
links do not extend across the fan duct. Further detailed design study and
analysis is recommended for this particular configuration to fully optimize
nacelle aerodynamic lines and confirm feasibility.

WIT I-_ MECHANICAL

IDEAL AERO f REQUIREMENTS

Figure 6.2-2 Effect of Current Techno$ogy Cascade _eve"ser
Requirements or, Ideal Aerodynamic Nacelle Cowl Contours

VQIume
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(As ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY - LONG FLAP TARGET REVERSER

(Bb ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY - FOUR-PIECE PILOT BLOCKER DOOR TARGET REVERSER

Figure 6.2-3 Target Rever_er Conceats for Advanced Technology Nacelle

Applications

_B

6.2.4 Nacelle Configuration and Accessory Mount Location Analysis

The large engines _STF653 and STF653-DD) in both the Current and Advanced

Technology Nace]le configurations utilize a core-mounted gearbox. This type of
installation is possible due to the amount of space that is available based on
the nacelle aerodynamic lines. Core-mounted installations are typical of cur-

rent high bypass ratio production engine_.

The smaller engine (STF554) is unable to utilize a core-mounted gearbox due to
the minimal space available and requires an alternate gearbox installation. A
fan duct mounted gearboK was se!ected for the Current Technology Nacelle
installation. This type of installation is possible due to the longer inlet
zowl anO a_:erbody lines of the nacelle which in turn allow acceptable nacelle
_eome:ry to be faire0 over the gearbox.

The Advanceg Technoiogy Nacelle confi=_ration for the STF654 engine included
the added constraints of a shorter cow, and afterbody. The fan-duct mounted
gearbox insta:lation could not be utilized since acceptable nacelle lines
couig not be faired over the gearbox. Core-mounting of all accessories was not
possible because use of a centrifugal stage in the high-pressure Col_pFessor
limits the volume available for accessories. The final installation configura-

tion, shown in Figure 6.4-9, was accomplished by reducing accessory sizes to
account for a_vancE _nts in technology and 01acing the accessories iq two
_ocations. T_e airframe acces;ories, which include the IDGS, Hydraulic Pump
and the EEC, were ,orated on the fan duct, at the top vertical centerline of

the engine. These accessories would be covered by pylon fairings in the air-
craft installation. The engine accessories were located in the core location



of the engine, as in the current technology nacelle configuration. This
arrangement may not be acceptable to the aircraft owner. However, it should be
noted that more detailed studies may show that an all-axial compressor is com-
petitive in the engine size noted. This possibility, combined with advance-

ments in accessory technology and packaging techniques, may make the core-
mounting of accessories feasible.

L

6-3 ENGINE-AIRFRAME INTEGRATION CONSIDERATIONS

In addition to the concerns about accessory size and location discussed in
section 6.2.4, other engine-airframe interface concern5 include:

l) bleed and horsepower extraction requirements for customer alr and engine
starting_

2) plumbing and maintainability considerations;
3) nacelle de-icing requirements:
4) thrust reverser/spoiler targeting requirements:
5) engine mount location and associated pylon-nacelle interactions.

All of these have the potential for affecting the the optimum nacelle aero-
dynamic contours. A detailed assessment of these points was not within the
scope of the study effort, although the airframe subcontractor (appendix A)
did conduct a preliminary assessment of engine mount location. These issues
have been suggested for future investigation (see section 8.0).

6.4 INSTALLED PROPULSION SYSTEM DEFINITION

Finalization of the installed propulsion system performance, weight and geo-
metric characteristics was an iterative process between the nacelle aero-
dynamic design and mechanical design activities to arrive at nacelle
aerodynamic contours that properly accounted for the effects of thr st rever-
ser/spoiler installations as well as accessory requirements. The approach was
to define initial installations with "ideal" nacelle aerodynamic contours to
establish a reference point, (see Section 5.0) then modify these contours as
necessary to accommodate thrust reverser/spoiler and accessory requirements
and assess the performance and weight changes caused by these modifications.
Installation drawings of the finalized configurations were subsequently pre-
pared for use in the airframe subcontractor evaluations (Appendi_ A) and for

estimating the propulsion system weight, performance, and cost information

necessary for the benefits assessment discussed in Section 7.0.

6.4.1 Thrust Revers_rlSpoiler and Accessory Location Effects on Propulsion
System Characteristics

Iteration of the current and advanced nacelle aerodynamic designs to accom-
modate accessory and thrust reverser/spoiler volume requirements yielded the
_difications discussed in the following paragraphs. For the STF653 and
STF653-DD engines, the volume available around the engine was sufficient to
permit core-mounted accessories without the need to modify the aerodynamic
contours of the core nacelle wrap. Similarly, the volume available in the
nacelle cowl was sufficient to accommodate the current technology cascade
reverser design. Hence, the ideal aerodynamic contours for the current tech-
nology nacelles, described in Section 5.1 were preserved.
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Nacelle cowl volume In the advanced technology nacelle was not sufflclent to
accommodate either of the advanced technology reverser/spoiler deslgns without
modifying the ideal aerodynamic contours. Incorporatlng the long flap target
reverser design required a 5.0 cm (2 inch) increase In nacelle maximum dia-
meter as shown in Figure 6.4.1(a). The blocker door thrust spoiler required
not only a 5.0 cm (2 inch) increase in nacelle maximum diameter, but a 23.6 cm
(9.3 inch) increase in fan cowl length, as shown in Figure 6.4.1(b). The
effects of these changes on the princlpal nacelle dimensions as compared to
the ideal contours, are shown in Table 6.4-I and their effects on nacelle per-
formance are summarized in Table 6.4-II along with the performance of current
and advanced technology nacelles with ideal aerodynamic contours.
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TABLE6.4-I
Nacelle Dimensions for STF653

with Advanced Technology Nacel]e

D{AN

DMAX

D../D_.

D_./D_.

LT,/D,AN

LNAc/DFAN

LoucTID,._

L,,/D,^,

LCO_IDrAN

IDEAL AERO.
CONTOURS

106.8 in.
271.272 cm.

122.471 in.
311.076 cm.

0.853

0.9526

0.0313

0.672

1.864

0.255

0.291

1.023

Long Flap
Reverser

(+5.O cm,
2.0 in. D,AX)

106.8 in.
271.272 cm.

124.470 in.
316.154 cm.

0.83906

0.9526

0.0313

0.6174

1.864

0.255

0.291

I.0231

REVISED AERO. CONTOURS

Four Piece Pivot BlocKer
Door Reverser

(+5.0 cm, 2.0 in. D,Ax,

.23.6 cm, 9.3 in.

Fan Cowl Lenqth)

106.8 in.

271.272 cm.

124.470 in.
316.154cm.

0.83906

0.9526

0.0313

0.6174

1.864

0.342

O.291

1.110
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TABLE 6.4-I!

Sumry of Nacelle Performance Characteristics
STF653

Maximum Cruise 0.8m/10.67 km, (35,000 ft) A]titude

Pressure Drag, N (Ibs.)

Fan Cowl Friction, N (Ibs.)

AfterBody and Pylon

Friction, N (lbs.)

_fter BoGy
Steps and Gaps, N (]bs.)

Total Drag, N (Ibs.)

CURRENT TECHNOLOGY
Ideal Aero. Contours

306.4 (68.9)

1,080.9 (243.0)

449.2 (101.0)

206.3 (46.4)

2,043.0 (459.3)

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY

Ideal Aero. Contours

223.2 (50.2)

729.0 (163.9)

577.8 (]29.9)

O.O (0.0)

1,530.] (344.0)

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY
Revised Aero. Contours

Long Flap hour-vlece H1VOt
Reverser Blocker Door Reverser

Z57.9 (58.0) Z50._ {56.4)

738.4 (166.0) 788.2 (177.2)

573.8 (129.0) 491.9 (110.6)

0.0 (0.0) 0.0 (O.O)

1,570.2 (353.0) (1,531.0 344.2)

Nacelle Leakage (% of Flow)

Primary Duct Loss(%APT/PT)

Fan Duct Loss (%_PT/PT)

Inlet Recovery (PT2/PTao)

Primary CY

Fan CV

0.2% 0.0 0.0 0.0

0.48 0.412 0.412 0.412

0.58 0.468 0.469 O.562

0.9975 0.9982 0.9982 0.9982

0.9957 0.9957 O.9957 O.9957

0.9953 0.9953 0.9953 O. 9953

TABLE 6.4-III
Summary of Nacelle Performance Characteristics

STF653-DE
Maximum Cruise 0.81_N/10.67 km (35,000 ft) Altitude

CURRENT TECHNOLOGY ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY

Ideal Aerod)mamic Contours IGeal Aerodynamic Contours

Pressure Drag, N (lbs.}

Fan Cowl Friction, N (lbs.)

AfterBody and Pylon
Friction, N (Ibs.)

AfterBody Steps and Gaps, N (lbs.)

Total Drag, N (Ibs.)

Nacelle Leakage (% of Flew)

Primary Duct Loss (%_PTIPT)

Fan Duct Loss (%_PT/PT)

237.9 (53.5} 135.2 (30.4)

973.2 (218.8) 661.0 (148.6)

560.4 (126.0) 692.1 (155.6)

168.5 (37.9) 0.0 (0.0)

1,940.3 (436.2) 1,488.3 (334.6)

0.2 0.0

0.636 0.538

0.9_,8 0.591

- I n let Recovery (PT2/PT ao ) 0.9976 0.9982

Primary CV 0.9958 0.9958

Fan CV 0.9937 0.9937



A similar detailed assessment of the reverserlspolier impact on the STF653-DD

engine was not undertaken. However, the modifications to the ideal aerodynamic
contours are expected to be similar to those for the STF653. Table 6.4-III
compares the performance of the current and advanced technology nacelles with
ideal aerodynamic contours as installed on the STF653-DD engine.

For the STF654 engine, insufficient volume precluded mounting of all acces-
sories on the core. As a consequence, the decision was made to mount the

accessories on the fan case for the current technology nacelle and to split
the accessories between two locations as discussed earlier in Section 6.2.4
fOr the advanced technology nacelle. To accommodate the fan case mounted
accessories, the current technology nacelle ideal contours were revised From a

circular cross-section to an unsymmetrical Fan cowl shape with a constant
D,,, upper half and a super-elliptical shape for the lower half. This modi-

fication is illustrated in Figure 6.4.-2(a) and the corresponding revised
contours relative to the ideal contours are compared in Table 6.4-IV. Cowl
volume with ideal aerodynamic contours was adequate to house the cascade
thrust reverser in the current technology nacelle.

Splitting the accessory locations for the advanced technology nacelle eliml-

nated the need to modify the ideal contours to accommodate accessory volume
requirements. However, to incorporate either of the advanced thrust reversers
required a 10.1 cm (4.0 inch) increase in Dm,, and a 0.2 cm (0.1 inch)

increase in the core cowl diameter at the turbine elevation clearance point as
shown in Figure 6.4.-2(b). The corresponding revised contours relative to the
ideal contours are shown in Table 6.4-V. Table 6.4-VI compares the performance
of the current and advanced technology nacelles with ideal aerodynamic con-
tours and as modified to accommodate accessory and thrust reverser volume
requirements.

i

Figure 6.4-2 Comparison of Modified Current and Advanced Technology 5TF654
Nacelles B3



TABLE6.4-IV
Nacelle Dlmenslons for STF654 with Current Technology Nacelle

Ideal Aero. Contours

D_A_ 67.8 in.
172.212 cm.

D,A× 84.570 in.
214.808 cm.

D,,ID,,_ 0.869

DT,ID,,N 0.9695

L,,/D_,, 0.1431

L,A_/D,Ax 0.400

L_,c/Dr,N 2.315

L_cT/D,._ 0.678

L,,IDF,N 0.617

LCOwL/D_AN 1.787

Top

67.8 in.
172.212 cm.

85.954 in.
218.323 cm.

0.855

0 9695

0 1431

0 582

2 604

0 767

0 617

1 930

Revised Aero. Contours
(Fan Case Mounted Accessories)
Circumferential Location

Side Max. Radius'

_,- 97.165 in.
246.799 cm.

0.865 0.777

0.520

NOTE (I)" At 36.576 Degrees From Bottom Dead Center

BOTTOM

- _I_,-

92.250 in.
234.315 cm.

0.819

0.543
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TABLE 6.4-V

Nacelle Dimensions for STF654 wlth Advanced Technology Nacelle

Ideal Aero Contours Revised Aero Contours

Long Flap and Four Piece
Pivot Blocker Door Reverser

(+10.1 cm, +4.0 in. D.A_ and
+0.2 cm, +0.I in. at Turbine
Elevation Clearance Pt.)

DFAN

DMAX

D,,/D_Ax

DT./D_AN

L_.ID_

L_Ax/D_A×

L_Ac/DFAN

LOUCT/O_AN

L,N/DFAN

LCOWL/D_AN

67.8 in.
172.212 cm.

79.019 in.
200.708 cm.

0.839

0.9520

0.0313

0.825

2.039

0.386

0.291

1.223

67.8 in.
172.212 cm.

83.10 in.
211.074 cm.

0.79732

0.9520

0.0313

0.65102

2.045

0.388

0.291

1.224

a_ $
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TABLE6.4-VI
Summaryof Nacelle Performance Characteristics

STF654
Max. Cruise: 0. SMN/IO.67km (35,000 ft.) Altltude

CURRENT TECHNOLOGY
NACELLES

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY
NACELLES

IDEAL AERO. REVISED AERO. IDEAL AERO. REVISED AERO.
CONTOURS CONTOURS CONTOURS CONTOURS

Pressure Drag, N (Ibs.)

Fan Cowl Friction, N (Ibs.)

Afterbody and Pylon
Friction, N (Ib_)

Afterbody Steps and Gaps, N
(Ibs.)

Total Drag, N (Ibs.)

_¢acelle Leakage (% Flow)

Primary Duct Lo_s (%APt/P t

Fan Duct Loss (%_kPt/P t)

Inlet Recovery (Pt /Pt )

Primary Cv

Fan Cv

123.2 (27.7) 161.9 (36.4) 98.3 (22.1) 148.5 (33.4)

532.8 (119.8) 603.6 (135.7) 372.7 (83.8) 388.7 (87.4)

143.6 (32.3) 185.4 (41.7) 241.0 (54.2) 243.3 (54.7)

83.6 (18.8} 83.6 (18.8) 0.0 (O.O) 0.0 (0.0)

883.4 (198.6) 1,034.6 (232.6) 712.l (160.l) 780.6 (175.5)

0.2 0.2 0.0 0.0

0.645 0.858 0.548 0.55 l

0.852 1.015 0.775 0.739

0.9975 O.9975 0.9982 0.9982

O. 9957 0.9957 O.9957 O.9957

0.9952 O.9952 0.9951 0.9951

The weight and performance benefits a_sociated with the finalized advanced

technology nacelle contours, as compared to the current technology nacelles,
are summarized in Table 6.4-V[I. These preliminary results favor the long flap
target reverser. As noted earlier, the STF653-DD nacelle contours aFe ideal

aerodynamic shapes. Consequently, the performance benefit shown is slightly
higheF than that for the STF6S3. In reality, it would be on the oFder of _he
1.7 percent shown for the STF6S3.

6.4.2 Engine Performance Definition

Once the nacelle geometry had been established, the performance charac-
teristics of the propulsion system installations was determined for use in
missiori analyses by P&W and the Douglas Aircraft Company subcontractor. Table
6.4-VIII provides a summary of the propulsion systems and their performance as

installed in current technology nacelles with cascade thrust Feversers and
advanced technology nacelles with long flap target thru-t reversers/spoilers.
The current technology nacelle for the STF654 is as modified to accommodate
fan case mounted accessories. The table includes cycle variations, engine and
nacelle dimensions, weights, installation losses, and performance at both
maximum cruise and take-off power settings.

W
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TABLE 6.4-VII

Height and Performance Benefits of Advanced Technology Nacelles

TSFC Improvement Relative To
Current Technology Nacelle,__

ENGINE

STF653

STF654

STF653-DD

CURRENT ADVANCED
TECHNOLOGY TECHNOLOGY
NACELLES NACELLES

Rev. ! Rev. 2

Base 1.7 1.6

Base 2.2 2.2

Base 1.8 <'3 -

Weight Savings Relative to
Current Technolo_ Nacelle_ kg (1:s)

Rev. 1 Rev. 2

306 (675) 215 (475)

286 (630) 222 (490)

299 (660) 213 (470)

Rev. 1

Rev. 2

(*)

Long Flap Reverser

Four Piece Pivot BlocKer Door Reverser

With Ideal Aerodynamic Contours

The significant cycle variations between the selected engines, along with the
dimensional and weight information, can be found for both current and advanced
technology nacelle definitions. The advantages in the advanced technology
nacelle drag and installation losses are also tabulated vs. the current tech-
r,ology definitions. The summary of the maximum cruise uninsta!led and isolated
pod thrust specific fuel consumption shows an advantage for the higher bypass
ratio engines. Also, the advantage for advanced technology relative to current
technology nacelle is increasing as bypass ratio increases.

The even-larger benefit for the STF654 small turbofan advanced technology
nacelle includes the effects of relocation and scale-down of the accessories.

The current technology instal lation has fan-case mounted accessories, which
have been scaled down 10% and split between a core and pylon mount for the
advanced technology nacelle. Takeoff thrust-to-weight ratio is improved with
the advanced technology nacelles, primarily because of their smaller size and
attendant weight savings. Installation drawings depicting these propulsion
systems and their principal characteristics are shown in Figures 6.4-3 through
6.4-9.
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ORIGL_:AL - ";Z ,'.?

OF POOR Qo:,-:,, TABLE 6.4-VIII

Propulsion System Characteristics Summary

Nacelle Technology

Cycle

BPk

rpp

3PR

HPC £xlt Corrected Flow

VJr _VJE

PTI)_PT£

STF631 STF653DO STF653

Current Current Advanced Current Advanced

7.2 9.6 0.6 )2.8 12.8

1.65 !.7 1.7 1.53 1.53

38.6 64 64 64 64

8.3 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.5

0.789 0.789 0.181 0.781

1.032 1.36 1.36 1.29 1.29

Zonfigurat_ofJ AXIAL

Staging 1-4-I0-2-5

Car: Tip Diameter cm (io) 215.84

(84.98)

Ma, _acelle Diameter cm (in) 257.50

(101.383

Fngine tength cm !in) 331.7

(130.6J

_acelle LPngt_ C¢ {in} 680.2

_267.8)

ng,ne Welqnt kg (ibs.) 3,549

(7826)

Nacelle Weight kg (1b$.) 1,485

(3274)

Total Propulsive Syste(m Weight kg (lbs.) 5,034

(1110O)

Perfor_nce ,

"_ qn_nstalle_, _ _S.) 41,230

(9,269)
"SFC Uni_stalled 0.5261

FN Isolated, POD, N (lbs.) 39,762

(8,939)

% "SFC Isolated POD BASE .5455

AX I AL k_ IAL

I-5-11-2-7 I-3- 11-2-5

238.2 238.2 271.2 271.2

(93.6_ (93.8) (106.8_ C106.81

297.4 269 338.5 311.1

(117.13 (106} (133.3} (122.51

385.0 385 0 366.2 366.2

(151.61 (151.61 (144.2) (144.2',

633.4 555.7 594. I 505.5

(249.4) f218.8) (233.9) (199.053

3,517 3,517 4,222 4,222

(7/55, (7756) (93103 193101

1,503 1,204 1,583 1,276

(3315} (2655) (3490) _28153

5,021 4,721 5,805 5.49_

!11070i !I0410} (12800) 11_125j

50,536 50,71_ 53,756 53,849

(11,361) (11,402) (12,0853 _12,106
0.4764 0.4746 0.4441 0.4426

46,285 49,179 51,309 52,266

(10,855 j (11,056) (11.5353 (11,750

-8.6 -10.4% -14.7_ -16.4%

:n_tallatlon Losses

Inlet Recovery

celle Leakage % wA_

P P Duct

P'P Duct Mixer
P/P P_imary Ml,er

_P/P Tailpipe

CV Duct

CV Prima-y
"V _ixed

_ra 9 Aft_rboJy &Pylor Friction, h (lbs:

,rag Afterbocy Steps & Uaps, _ 'Ibs.)

ira 0 Fxternal FTO, Effects, M !lbs.i

Far rOw_ _'riction, h CIDs.

-'r_ure nra9, _ {lbs.

"rta! ra_, _, Ibm.

"ota I ?ra§,CN UninstaTled, %

0.9976 0.9976 0.9982 0 .£975 0.9982

0.2 0.2 0.2 - 0.2

0.008_3 C.00918 0.00591 0._58 0.004,68

0.0018

0.0062

0.0055 c.G06_6_.00538 0.0048 _.00412
0.9937 0.9937 0.9953 0.9953

0.9959 0.9959 0.9957 C.9957

0.9932""

56b.4 692.1

(126l (155.6)

!65.9

(37.3)

1,303.3 1,209.9 796.2

(2931 (272j (1791

1,187.6 973.Z 661.0

_267) (218.51 (148.6

115.6 237.9 135.2

(26; '_3.5; (30.4)

1,303.3 1,939.4 1,490.I

_293; _436) (335)

3.20% 3.80% 2.90%

449.2 577.8

flG_i {129.9,

206.8

(46.5j

1,387.8 951.9

(312; C214,

1,08C._ 72_.G

{243} C163.9,

306.4 223.2

!68.9_ _5C.21

2,043._ 1,529.2

(459.5; (343.9_

3.80% 2.80%

%ea Level TakeOf(

M_X CE', .r (_F

%tatic r_, :nsta,_ed, w Clbs.i

_tatlc _k, :nst.:sG. POd Weight

_, l_olated PG_ _ 0.2 MIN, N (lbs.

1,435 1,482 1,482 1,482 1,482

(26163 (27003 (2700) (2700) C2700;

T76,122 223,940 224,896 223,B06 255,466

'39,594) (50,344) (50,559) 650,314} (57,430)
3.57 4.55 4.86 4.48 4.74

_42,547 179,133 180,547 199,314 200,493

!32,0463 (40271) (40,589) (44,808, !45,073i

* 10.67 k_ (35,000 ft)/.80 Mn'Std. Day Ma_ Cruise Rating, No Customer Bleed or Power Extracticn

** includes 82% Mixing

"** Fa, rase Mounted Accessories; all o't_er$ core-mounteC.

STFL54

Current Advanced

11.78 TI.7L

1.56 1.56

55 '.C

2.75 2.71

G. 7_2 0.7g ;

1.33 t.3!

AXI-CEr, T

I-3-6*C-2-4

IlZ .2 I72 ._

!67.C (67.C,

226.3 198._

(89.I_ !78.3,

232.1 232._

_91.4_ _g).4,

44G._ 351._

(176.6, FI3t._

1,939 !,k_

(4055} 4055;

1,186 9S2

_2620) '!990,

3,bZ; 2,74l

16675, (6041,

22,4?_ 22,512

(%040; !5,66!.

0.4696 G°466

21,386 21,756

(4,608, (4,69T;

-9.1% -11.3%

0.9975 G.gSt2

G.GIG15 L.60775

G.OOCS8 C.CCL45

0.9952 C.gStL

C.9957 0.9S17

195.; 24' :

,41.66, '[4.,

83.3

:£.741

765.6 475.:

(17E.1_ 'l_C 58

603.£ 27_.7

!135.7, !E_.E

162.G 9_.2

'36.43, '22 _C

3,C34.2 71_

(23L.5, 76C.:

4.66% 3.!6%

1,482 1,462

C27001 !270C

I06,254 !09,743

(23,887 !23_7

4.5E 3._7

83,532 842,_33

_18,7791 '18,932C
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6.5 PRELIMINARY NOISE ASSESSMENT

Preliminary noise estimates for the conflguratlons described in sectlon 6.4

were conducted in order to assess the ability of these Installatlons to comply
with FAR Part 36 Stage 3 nolse limits. Noise limlt compliance was a concern
because of the small length-to-diameter ratio of the advanced technology
nacelles relatlve to current technology nacelles and the reduction in surface
area available for sound absorbing materials.

Airplane and flight profile assumptions used for the noise assessment are

shown in Table 6.5-I. These take off, gross welght, and flight profile data
are based on early study results; they are, therefore, somewhat conservative
relative to the final airplane definitions discussed in section 7.0.

TABLE 6.5-I

Preliminary Noise Assessment
Airplane and Flight Profile Assumptions

Englne STF653 Geared
(scaled)

Thrust Size, N (Ibs.) 225,448
(50,683)

Nc. of Engines 3
Takeoff Gross Hgt., kg (Ibs.) 306,445

(675,600)
Takeoff Altitude, m (ft.) 297

(9?6)

Cutback Takeoff Air., m (ft.) 272
(893)

Cutback -- Percent Thrust _

Approach -- Percent Thrust 31

STF654 Geared STF653 Direct
(scaled) Drive (scaled)

98,839 225,448
(22,220) (50,683)
2 3

59,284 306,445
(130,700) (675,600)
764 297

(2507) (976)

722 272
(2369) (893)

69 71
30 31

Hardwa!l (untreated) nacelle noise levels were estlmated for both the twlnjet
and the trijet at the three FAA noise certification test condltions: takeoff,
cutback, and approach. Noise levels for nacelles with sound absorbing treat-
ment installed were estimated only for the study trijet powered by the STF653
geared engine. Treated nacelles on the twinjet would be expected to provide
noise attenuations of about the same magnitude of those predicted for the trl-
jet. The same applies to the STF653 direct drive powered trijet. Estimated
noise levels are summarized in Table 6.5-II. Although there are uncertainties
associated with the noise estimates because of the need to extrapolate from
current data bases to predict noise for geared fan engines, it appears feasi-
ble for advanced nacelle installations to comply with Stage 3 noise limits.
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TABLE 6.S-II

Prellmlnary Noise Assessment: Noise Estimates (EPNdB)

Engine STF653

(geared)
Hardwall Treated

STF654 STF653
(geared) (direct drive)
Hardwall Hardwall

Takeoff Noise
FAR Part 36

REL. Rule

104.2 101.9 89.4 107.5

102.7 102.7 90.2 102.7

+1.5 -0.8 -0.8 ,.4.8

Cutback Takeoff Noise
FAR Part 36

REL. Rule

lO1.6 99.5 86.0 107.3

102.7 102.7 90.2 102.7

-i . 1 -3.2 -4.2 +4.6

Sideline Noise 96.1 94.1 87.1 99.7
FAR Part 36 I02.0 102.0 95.9 102.0

REL. Rule -5.9 -7.9 -8.8 -2.3

Approach Noise I04.5 I02.6 g8.6 I06.2
FAR Part 36 105.0 i05.0 99.8 I05.0

REL. Rule -0.5 -2.4 -!.2 +1.2

Noise levels were obtained by separately estimating noise levels for each

engine component _no!se source) and co,nbining them through the use of ana-
lytical codes. The relative importanc_ of the different noise sources and the
benefit of sound absorbing treatment is illustrated for the trijet at takeoff
and approach conditions in Figures 6.5-I and 6.5-2. Note that the total noise
is influenced predominantly by the fan at both operating conditions; any fur-
ther benefits from treatment and/or reductions in fan source noise would lower
the total noise.
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7.0 PROPULSION SYSTEM AIRCRAFT INTEGRATION

The specific engine and nacelle combinations described in Section 6 were
evaluated in airplanes by both Pratt & Whitney and Douglas. This Section will

describe the Pratt & Whitney evaluation and summarize the Douglas Company
results. The complete Douglas final reDort is in Appendix A.

The Propulsion System Aircraft Integration evaluation consisted of evaluating
the airplane performance and economics of the engine and nacelle combinations

developed during Nacelle Preliminary Design. Airplanes and evaluation ground
rules used are described in Section 3. Figures of merit for this evaluation
were mission fuel burn and direct operation cost.

7.1 METHOD OF EVALUATION

This task used a more detailed evaluation procedure compared (o the con-
figuration selection Task (Section 4). In the first Task (performed by Pratt &
Whitney only), configuration selection was based on a trade factor evaluation

of weight, cost, drag and cruise TSFC trends over a wide range of bypass
ratio, engine types and nacelle types. In this Task, a detailed airplane mis-
sion analysis was performed for each engine/nacelle combination. The analysis
was based on specific weight, cost, drag estimates, and a mission matrix of
thrust and TSFC. The ME 4 (STF631) served as baseline in all three Pratt &

Whitney airplanes. STF653 geared and direct drive engines were evaluated with
current and advanced nacelles in the long range trijet and medium range large
t_injet airplanes. The STF654 was evaluated with current and advanced nacelle,

in the small twinjet only, since its thrust size was not adequate for the
larger airplanes.

Propulsion System Aircraft Integration evaluations done by Pratt & Whitney
used isolated pod performance. Aerodynamic interactions between the airplane
and engine (interference drag, etc.) were not considered. However, Douglas
included an interference drag penalty of 3% of airplane drag for all cases.

Douglas evaluated the STF653 and STF653DD relative to the STF63] in a long
range trijet aircraft, Model D967C-209. This airplane incorporated a number of

advanced technologies, including a high aspect ratio, supercriticai wing, an
advanced tail, longitudinal stability augmentation, and advanced structures
Wing size and thrust loading were optimized for minimum fuel burn, and tne

airplane was resized to to Keep constant payload/range for each engine.
Details on the airplane may be found in Appendix A.

7.2 R_SULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

All of the TARGET engines (the geared STF653, the directly driven STF653, and
the STF654) showed large fuel burn and DOC + I advantages over the ME = base-
line engine in the Pratt & Whitney evaluation, as summarizpd in Figures 7 2-!
and 7.2-2. Including the benefits of advanced nacelles, typical mission Fue_
burn savings ranged from 18% on the small twin to 23% on the large twin for
the geared engines. DOC + I savings ranged from 9 to 13% at a $0.40 per liter
($1.50/gal.) fuel price.
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Douglas results were similar to the Pratt & Whitney large trijet results, as
shown in Figure 7.2-3. The STF653 with advanced nacelle had a 22% fuel b:rn
advantage over the STF631, while the STF653DD showed a 16% advantage. Douglas
did not evaluate operating costs.
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Figure 7.2-3 Improvements from Advanced Propulsion Systems Relative to

ME4 Base (Doug]as Results)

Considering only the advanced engines, Figures 7.2-4 and 7.2-5 show the advan-
tages of advanced nacelles relative to current configurations. Advanced
nacelles on both STF653 engines offer fuel burn advantages of about 3% regard-
less of airplane. The STF654 shows more savings with an advanced nacelle:
almost 5% in fuel burn. This increased advantage results from accessory loca-
tion. On the large STF653 engines, accessories are core-mounted for both
current and advanced nacelles, allowing both to have a fairly slim nacelle.
The STF654 engine with the current technology nacelle features fan-case
mounted accessories, however, which the fan cowl must clear. The STF654 engine
with the advanced nacelle has core-mounted accessories. Since the fan cowl

does not encompass the accessories, nacelle weight and drag are reduced. Thus,
the efficiency of the advanced nacelle combines with the advantageous acces-
sory location to result in greater savings relative to the STF653 con-
figurations.
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Fuel burn advantages of 3 to 4% for advanced over current nacelles were also
shown by Douglas. Figure 7.2-6 is a breakdown of this advantage. The bottom
three items -- reverser/nozzle, cowl and pylon drag, and weight -- correspond
to the isolated pod performance considered in Pratt & Whitney's evaluation.
Interference drag and environmental control system effects were not considered
by Pratt & Whitney. The Douglas breakdown shows that these factors may have
significant impact on fuel burn. No assessment was made, however, of whether
these factors would have different effects on current nacelles as compared to
advanced nacelles.
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Figure 7.2-6 Installation Integration Technology Perspective Relative to
Current Technology (Douglas Results)

DOC + interest evaluations show the same trend discussed above, thougr to a
lesser degree. The economics of the small twin are somewhat less sensitive to
fuel burn than those of the longer range airplanes. Fuel makes up a smaller

portion of the small twin operating costs, as can be seen from Figure 7.2-7,
which shows a comparison of the DOC + I breakdowns of a11 these airplanes with
advanced nacelle, geared engines.
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DEPRECIATION 119.1%_/7

ENGINE MAINTENANCE 17.9%t

%1

FUEL (26.0%)

AIRFRAME MAINTENANCE 17.7%1

Figure 7.2-7A 00C+I Breakdown, 150 Pax Twin @ 400 NM, $0.4011 ($1.501gai.)
Fuel

_REW 112.3%)

AIRFRAME MAINTENANCE 17.9%)

FUEL (34.8%)

Figure 7.2-7B DOC+I Breakdown" 350 Pax
($1.501gai.) Fuel

TwinJet @ 1000 NM, $0.4011
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INSURANCE (1 2%)

DEPRECIATION (15.4%)

ENGINE MAINTENANCE (5.1%)

AIRFRAME MAINTENANCE (7.2%)

INTEREST (16.7%) CREW (15,4%)

/

FUEL (39.0%)

Figure 7.2-7C DOC+I Breakdown" 440 Pax Trijet @ 2000 NM, $0.¢0/I
($1.50/gai.) Fuel

Mission analysis results are detailed in Tables 7,2-I, 7.2-I1, and 7.2-III.
Engine and nacelle weights are shown in base thrust size and in the size
required by the airplane (scaled). Since this was a "rubber" airplane evalua-
tion -- i.e., the airplane was resized to produce the same payload/range fo,"
each engine -- the thrust required to fly the airplane varies from engine to
engine. Thrust size is quoted in terms of sea level static, standard plus
25°F, installed take-off rating. Quoting thrust size at take-off when some of
the engine/airplane combinations are sized by cruise causes the reference
engine (ME4) to appear to be a relatively smaller engine than it is (see
small twin scaled thrust sizes). This is caused by its having a higher cruise
to take-off thrust ratio tban the higher bypass ratio STF653 and 654 engines.
Rating differences also contribute to the thrust ratio difference.
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TABLE 7.2-I

Mission Analysis Results for the Small Twin-Engined Aircraft (PW)

Engine ME4 STF654 STF654
Direct Geared Geared

Nacelle Current Current Advanced

Base Thrust Size, N (Ibs)

Base Engine Weight, kg (lbs)
Base Nacelle Weight, kg (Ibs)

Engine Scale Factor
Scaled Thrust Size, N (Ibs)
Scaled Engine Weight, kg (Ibs)
Scaled Nacelle Weight, kg (lbs)
Scaled Propulsion System Cost, %
Scaled Propulsion System

Maintenance Cost, %

131,640 (29,594) 106,654 (23,977) 106,654 (23,977)
3,549 (7826) 1,839 (4055) 1,839 (4055)
1,485 (3274) 1,188 (2620) 902 (1990)
0.528 0.987 0.942

92,994 (20,906) 105,266 (23,665) I0,244 622,586)
1,781 (3928) 1,818 (4010) 1,745 (3849)
731 (1612) 1,172 (2584) 845 (1864)
Base -18 -24
Base -18 -19

MTOGW, kg (Ibs)
OEW, kg (Ibs)
ICAC, m (ft)
TOFL @ MTOGW, m (ft)

57,895 (127,639) 58,073 (128,030) 56,493 (124 548)
33,645 (74,176) 34,967 (77,090) 33,874 (74,580)
12,073 (39,611) II,968 (39268) 11,970 (39,274)
1,819 (5969) 1,618 (5311) 1,637 (5371)

Design Range, NM
Cruise Altitude, km (I000 ft)

Mach Number

;uel Burn, kg (Ibs)
delta % Fuel Burn

1800 1800 1800
lO.7/ll.9 I0.7/11.9 lO.7/ll.9
(35/39) (35/39) (35/39)
0.78 0.78 0.78

7,851 (17,310) 7,003 (15,441) 6,655 (14,672)
BASE -10.8 -15.2

TYPICAL MISSION

Range, NM
Cruise Altitude, m (ft)

Fuel Burn, kg (Ibs)
delta % Fuel Burn

400 400 400

II,887 (39,000) II,887 (39,000) li,887 (39,000)
2,096 {4622) 1,802 (3973) I_717 (3787)
BASE -14.0 -18.I

ECONOMICS

Range, NM 400 400 400
Fuel Price, S/I (S/gal.) 0.26 (I.00) 0.26 (I.00) 0.26 (l.O0)
DOC, cents/seat st. mi. 3.676 3.414 3.345
Delta DOC, % BASE -7.1 -9.0

DOC+I, cents/seat st. ml.
Delta DOC+I, %

4.708 4.406 4.318
BASE -6.4 -8.3

Fuel Price, $/I (S/gal.)
DOC, cents/seat st. mi.
Delta DOC, %

DOC+I, cents/seat st. mi.
Delta DOC+I, %

0.40 (1.50) 0.40 (I.5C _ 0.40 (1.50)
4.175 3.843 3.754
BASE -8.0 -lO.l

5.208 4.835 4.727
BASE -7.2 -9.2

Fuel Price, S/l (S/gal.)
DOC, cents/seat st. mi.

Delta DOC, %

DOC+I, cents/seat st. mi.
Delta DOC+I, %

0.53 (2.00) 0.53 (2.00) 0.53 (2.00)
4.674 4.273 4.163
BASE -8.6 -10.9

5.707 5.265 5.136

BASE -7.7 -I0.0
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TABLE 1.2-11
.OF_POOR QUALITY

Mission Analysis Results for the Large Twin-Engined Aircraft (PW)

Engine

Nacelle

Base Thrust Size, N (Ibs)

Base Engine Weight, kg (Ibs)

Base Nacelle Weight, kg (Ibs)

Engine Scale Factor
Scaled Thrust Size, N (Ibs)

Scaled Engine Weight, kg (lbs)

Scaled Nacelle Weight, kg (Ibs)

Scaled Propulsion System Cost, %
Scaled Propulsion System
Maintenance Cost,

_TOGW, k9 (Ibs)

OEW, kg (Ibs)

T_AC, m (ftl

T_FL @ NFTOGW, m (ft)

ME4 STF653 STF653 8TF653 STF653
Direct Geared Geared Direct D(rect

Current Current Advanced Current Auvanced

176,172 254,944 255,460 223,940 224,896
(39,594) (57,314) (57,430) (50,344) (50,5593
3,549 4,222 4,222 3,517 3,517
(7,826) (9,3103 (9,310) (7,755) (7,755)
1,485 1,583 1,276 1,503 1,204
(3,274) (3,490) (2,815) (3,3153 (2,655)

1.459 0.965 0.937 1.0375 1.0149
256,963 246,021 239,366 232,338 228,246
(57,768) (55,308) (53,812) (52,232) (51,3123
5,377 4,093 3,987 3,638 3,566
(11,8553 (9,024) (8,792) (8,022) (7,862)
2,247 1,522 l,IB8 1,565 1,724
(4,954) (3,357) (2,621) (3,451) (2,699)
Base -23 -29 -17 -22
Base -13 -14 -9 -lO

191,467 174,589 171,764 177,045 174,428
(422,1153 (384,907) (378,677) (390,3213 (384,550)

I08,637 I01,481 99,961 ]01,073 99,837

(239,5063 (223,729) (220,378) (222,829) (220,I053
11,918 11,447 11,448 11,478 11,513
(3g,103) (37,556) (37,562) (37,6593 (37,7733

2,438 2,300 2,321 2,438 2,438
(8,000) (7,546) (7,6153 (8,000) (8,000)

Design Range, NM
Cruise A_titude, km (lO00 ft)

Macn Number
Fuel Bur_, kg (Ibs)

D_Ita % ;_el Bur r

tYPICAL MISSION

Range, NM
_ruise Altitude, m ift)

Fuel Burn, kg (lbs_

_e!_a % Fuel Burr

4000 4000 4000 4000 4000
I0.7111.9 I0.7/II.9 10.7/11.9 10,7/11.9 10.7/11.9
(35/39) (35/39) (35/39) (35/39) (35/39)
0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8

43,099 34,850 33,738 37,325 36,148
(95,0193 (76,832) (74,3813 (82,288) (79,695)
BASE -19.1 -21.7 -13.4 _16.!

1000 I000 I000 1000 1000
11,887 !1,887 11,887 II,887 II,887
(39,000) (39,000) (39,000) (39,000) (39,000)

11,139 B,B21 8,560 9,449 9,169
(24,558) (19,449) (18,873) (20,833) (20,215)

BASE -20.8 -23,! -15.2 -17.7

ECONOMICS

Range, NM
Fuel Price, $/I (S/gal.

_CC, cents, seat st. mi.
_elta DOC, %

_BC*I, cents/seat si. m1.
Pelta DOC+I, %

I000 I000 ICO0 I000 1000

0.26 0.26 0.26 0.26 0.26

(l,OO) (I.00) (I.00) (l.O0) (I.00)
2.36P 2.102 2.067 2.171 2.138
BASE -" 2 -12.7 -8._ -9.7

3.017 2.712 2.668 2.790 2.749
BASE -10.I -11.6 -7.5 -B.9

Cuel Price, $/I (S/gal.)

DOC, cents/seat st. mi.
_el_a DOC, %

_GC*I, cents_seat st. mi.
ielta DOC+I, %

0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40

(I.50) (I.50) (I.50] (1.50) (1.50)
2.823 2.462 2.417 2.557 2.512
BASE -12.8 -14.4 -9.4 -]l.C

3.472 3.072 3.018 3.176 3.123
BASE -11.5 -13.1 -8.5 -I0.I

Fuel Price, $/I $_gal.>

3CC, cents/seat st. mi.
_elta DOC, %

Z;OC+I, cents, seat _t. _i.
]e!ta DOC+I, %

0.53 0.53 0.53 0.53 0.53
(2.00) (2.00) (2.00) {2.003 (2.00)
3.278 2.823 2.767 2.943 2.887
BASE -_3.9 -15._ -I0.2 -I;.9

3,927 3.43_ 3.367 3,561 3,497

BASE -12.6 -14.3 -9.3 -_0.9
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TABLE ?.2-111

Mission An_lysls Results fo_ the Large Trljet Aircraft (PW)

Engine ME4 STF653 STP653 STF653 STF653
Direct Geared Geared Direct Direct

_aceTle Current Current Advanced Current Advanced

Base Thrust Size, N (Ibs)

Base Engine Weight, kg {lbs)

Base NacelTe Weight, kg (Tbs)

Engine Scale Factor
Scaled Thrust Size, N (!bs)

Scaled Engine Weight, kg (Ibs)

ScaTed Nacelle Weight, kg (lbs)

ScaTed Propulsion System Cost, %
Scaled Propulsion System

Maintenance Cost, %
MTOGW, kg (Tbs)

OEW, kg (Ibs_

ICAC, m (it)

TOFL @ MTOGw, m (it)

376,122 254,944 255,460 223,940 224,896
(39,594) (57,314) (57,430) (50,344) (50,559)
3,549 4,222 4.222 3,517 3,517
{7,826) (9,310) (9,310) {7,755) (7,755)
1,485 1,583 1,276 1,503 1,204
(3,274) (3,490) (2,815) (3,315) (2,655)
1.165 0.822 0.795 0.895 0.866
205,182 209,563 203,091 200,426 194,759
(46,127) (47,112) (45,657) (45,058) (43,784)
4,198 3,556 3,453 3,180 3,083
(9,257) (7,840) (7,614) (7,012) (6,799)
T,755 T,277 993 1,332 T,027
(3,871) (2,816) (2,190) (2,937) (2,266)
Base -2l -27 -15 -20
Base -]1 -13 -7 -g

294,835 285 260,034 272,057 266,5?9
(650,004) (585,198) (573,282) (599,788) (587,711)
148,792 139,799 137,355 140,006 137,741
(328,034) (308,206) (302,819) (308,663) (303,669)
10,342 10,187 15,165 15,253 I0,249
(33,932) (33,423) (33,435) (33,628) (33,628)
2,964 2,472 2,492 2,608 2,625
(9,727) (8,111) (8,776) (8,557) (8,615)

Design Range, NM 6000 6000 6000 6000 6000
Cruise Altitude, km (I000 it) 9.4/10.7/11.9 .............................

(31/35/39) ................................
Math NunW)er 0.8 0.8 0,8 0.8 0.8

_ueT Burn, kg (lbs) 90,764 72,962 70,409 78,626 75,859
(200,102) _i60,855) (155,227) (173,343) (167,243)

_Jelta% Fuel Buff BASE -T9.6 -22.4 -13.4 -16.4

TvPICAL MISSIOn
Range, NM 2000 ?000 2000 2000 2000
_uise Altitude, km (I000 it) ii.9 II.9 10.7/11.9 ll.g lO.7/ll.g

(39) (J9) (35/39) (39) (35/39)

_ue! Burn, kg {Ibs 27,854 22,498 21,794 24,113 23,350
C61,4091 (49,601) (48,048) (53,1621 (51,479)

:e!ta % Fuel B_r _ BASE -Ig.2 -2T.8 -13.4 -T6.2

ECCNOMICS

Range, NM 2000
Fuel Price, $/! (_/gal._ 0.26

(1.00

_0C, cents/seat st. mi. 2.190
?elta DOC, $ BASE

SCC+I, cents/seat st. mi. 2.684
_e_ta DOC+I, % BASE

/000 2000 2000 2000
0.26 0.26 0.26 0.26
(l.O0) (1.00) (l.vO) (T.O0)
!.gSA !.917 2.028 1.990

-10.8 -12.5 -7.a -g.l

2.416 2.372 21501 2.456
-I0.0 -ll.G -6.8 -B.5

_uel Price, $/I (S/gal.) 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40
(1.50) (1.50) (1.50) (1.50) (I.50)

_OC, cents/seat st. mi. 2.642 2.319 2.271 2.420 2.369
PeTta DOC, % BASE -12.2 -14.0 -8.4 -I0.3

_CC+I, cents/seat st. mi. 3.136 2.782 2.726 2.893 2.835
_elta DOC+I, % BASE -11.3 -13.1 -7.7 -9.6

_,el Price, $/I '_$,'gal.

_OC, cents/seat st. m_.
,_e!ta DOC, %

'!'C*I,cents,sea,_ =t. _:.
"Plta _OC+I,

0.53

(Z.O0

3.095
_ASE

0.53 0.53 C.53 0.53
_2.00) (2.00) (2.00) (2.00)
2.685 2.625 2.811 2.748
-13.2 -15.2 -9.2 -11.2

3.58C 3.147 3.080 3.285 3.214
BASE -12.3 -14.2 -8.4 -10.4
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DOC evaluations show more benefit for the advanced engines than DOC . I does
because fue! cost is a larger portion of DOC (see Figure 7.2-8). Increa;ing
fuel cost also increases the benefit for advanced engines and nacelles. Direct
operating cost and DOC plus interest are summarized for each engine at three
fuel prices in the tables. Relative engine plus nacelle acquisition and main-
tenance costs are also included.

INSURANCE (1.8%)

CREW (15.4%)

DEPRECIATION (23.0%)

ENGINE MAINTENANCE (6.5%)

43 4%)AIRFRAME MAINTENANCE (9.9%)

Figure i.2-8A D0C Breakdown. STF653G, 350 Pax Twin @ 1000 NM, $0.40/1
($].50/gal.) Fuel

_,,,,,,,,,,,.,-_ _._ C REW (12.3%)

INSURANCE 11.4%) _

DEPRECIATION (18"4%) _/ 1 /

ENGINE MAINTENANCE (5.2%)

AIRFRAME MAINTENANCE 17.9%)

FUEL (34.8%)

Figure 7.2-8B
DOC+I Breakdown' STF653G, 350 Pax twin @ lO00 NM, $0.40/I

($1.501gal.) Fuel
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Figures 7.2-9 to 7.2-14 show how the spec_fic enginelnaceIle combinations
evaluated in this Task compared to the trends established in the configuration
selection Task. On the long range trijet the geared STF653performed slightly
worse than what was predicted relative to the ME4 while the direct drive
engine was slightly better. The mediumrange, large twin-engine aircraft per-
formed better than predicted -- in both geareJ and direct drive configura-
tions. The small twin-engine airplane with the geared STF654 performed
slightly worse than predicted. Overall, the agreement between r_e two evalua-
tions is quite good, which tends to confirm the trends found _n the con-
figuration selection task.
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Figure 7.2-9 Bypass Ratio Effect on DOC+I and Fuel Burn' 150 Pax Twinjet @
400 NM, $0.40/I ($l.50/gal.) Fuel (advanced technology

nacelles)
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Figure 7.2-13 Bypass Ratio Effect on DOC+I and Fuel Burn" 440 Pax Trijet @

2000 NM, $0.40/l ($1.50/gal.) Fuel (current technology
nacelles)
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In conclusion, the advanced nacelle concepts evaluated in this Task offer sub-

stantial fuel burn and economic benefits over current technology nacelles,
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SECTION B.O TECHNOLOGY CONCEPTS AND BENEFITS UPDATE

Designing thin cowl, tightly wrapped, short nacelles contributes to weight
reduction and minimizes skin friction drag by reducing wetted surface area. In
addition, transonic analysis has shown that contours can be formulated to keep
the lap cowls virtually shock and separation free at cruise. Hence, skin fric-
tion drag reductions will not be compromised with other forms of wave drag
increase. Also, the interference drag threat is lessened because the nacelle
is shorter and features a smaller maximum diameter. The potential benefit is a
3 to 4.5 percent fuel burn savings relative to nacelle installations incorpo-
rating current technology. To realize this overall benefit certain techno-
logical challenges must be addressed: many of them require verification
through test programs. Those advanced technologies assumed in the current
study effort and their respective benefits are addressed in the following
paragraphs.

Reduced Nacelle Skin Friction -- Proper contouring of the fan cowl can produce
a favorable pressure gradient on the inlet. This can delay the boundary layer
transition from laminar to turbulent flow. The lower skin friction coefficient

of the laminar boundary layer reduces friction drag. Also, the use of
'riblets' has demonstrated the potential of reducing skin friction from tur-

bulent boundary layers. These concepts can offer reductions in drag that
equate to a 0.25 to 0.5 percent improvement in net thrust.

Cambered Inlet/Fan Couplin_ -- The standard method of drooping the inlet to
align it wlth the wing producc_ upwash creates an internal upwash and circum-
ferential gradients at the fan face. JT9D-7R4 tests have demonstrated that
elimination of the distortion at the fan face can improve TSFC 0.7% at a sea
level static condition. The coupling concept consists of cambering the inter-

nal inlet contours with a curved centerIine that Is tangential to the engine
centerline, far enough in front of the fan face to eliminate the flow distor-
tions. The external inlet contour is drooped in the usual way, and blends with
the internal contour at or near the inlet highlight. The potential benefit is
a 0.3% decrease in TSFC at cruise.

Optimized Pylon/Nacelle Integration -- JTgD-7R4 and PW2037 testing has shown
that flow over the nacelle afterbody produces thrust on those portions of the

afterbody where a favorable static pressure gradient exists. However, on the

top 90 ° segment of the afterbody, in the vicinity of the pylon, low static

pressures produce drag. Pylon/Nacelle integration can establish the afterbody

offset requlred to reduce the projected low-pressure area in the vicinity of

the pylon influence. The rate of close-out of the pylon sides is also an

important area for examination. Optimized pylon/nacelle integratlon can result
in 0.4% improvement in isolated nacelle net thrust.

Improved Fan Exit Guide Vane/Fan Duct Combination -- Guide vane losses are
reduced by using low aspect ratios and reduced _umbers of vanes. This approach
also offers substantial weight and cost reductions. However, the duct radial

total pressure profiles turned through a large cascade passage introduce
secondary flows that create vorticity. This, in turn, generates a loss in noz-
zle thrust coefficient (Cv) because of the loss of axial momentum
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associated with angular flow. There is a need to understand better the loss
mechanismsand to quantify the penalties for various combinations of duct
offset, nozzle throat angle, and afterbody angle. Adressing this challenge
will result in the aerodynamic optimization of the guide vane and exhaust sys-
tem. The potential benefit is a 0.25% improvement in TSFC.

Improved Off-Design Car,ability -- Realization of the payoff for slim nacelles
will require developing the technology to operate stably and efficiently at
off-design conditions. The two threats to stable operation are related to flow
separation. The first threat is an internal phenomenon. Internal distortion
threatens engine stability and fan blade stress. It is most likely to occur at
high angles of attack, cross wind conditions, and high power, static opera-
tion. There are many methods for reducing this threat, though their effec-
tiveness must be demonstrated. These methods include:

o utilization of engine bleed;

o development of fans with increased surge margins;

o short inlet/fan coupling;

o translatable inlet or blow-in-doors;

o inflatable inlet lip;

o active boundary layer control.

External separation occurs during second segment climb and is the second
threat to stable operation. It can produce sufficient drag on a windmilling

engine's nacelle to dictate the thrust size of the engine. This is par-
ticularly true for twin-engine aircraft. Concepts that need verification are:

o engine thrust scheduling_

o translatable inlet;

o inflatable inlet lip;

o local glove or blister to reduce separations.

The concepts that improve off-design capability may also offer increaced
engine stability and reduced stress (reduced internal separation) as well as
reduced airplane takeoff gross weight or engine thrust size (if external
separation is dictating engine size).

Noise Prediction With Inlet Distortion -- Even with a well designed cambered

inlet, fan face distortions can be generated during operations at an angle of
attack or with cross-wind. The fan also experiences distortion from downstream
obstructions such as struts, pylons, and bifurcations. Noise generated by the
acoustic interaction of the fan with these obstructions can be the dominant

noise generated by high bypass ratio engines at certain operating conditions.

4
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_nerefore, a rellable dlstortlon noise predlction model is needed for the
evaluation of candidate advanced nacelle designs to assure that selected con-
figurations do not adversely affect noise. The benefit wi11 be the reduction
of design constraints on acoustic treatment requirements.

L__o'_'Volume Reverser Concepts -- The slim nacelle constrains the structural

depth that the reverser system can occupy. With high bypass ratios, though,
the ram drag is large enough, and the thrust of the core flow is small enough,
that the reverser need not be highly effective. The present study took advan-
tage of these characteristics to investigate two unique, cascadeless reverser
designs. This design concept needs further investigation and verification. The
re-ingestion and foreign object damage threat should also be examined. The

benefit is reduced weight and increased nacelle performance which approximates
a 0.25 percent improvement in TSFC.

Additional Concepts -- Several additional suggestions came into being too late
for inclusion in the current study effort but warrant mentioning. These are:

0 utilization of variable area nozzles for increased stability margin
at take off and optimum performance match at cruise;

0 integration of engine/nacelle design, rather than merely wrapping a
nacelle around pre-determined fan and engine cases_

0 further reduction of engine accessory size and weight: discussions
with vendors indicate that a 40% reduction is feasible;

o Darticle separators to reduce deterioration.

These concepts will require configuration studies and system analyses in order
to quantify their potential benefits.
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9.0 TECHNOLOGYVERIFICATIONPROGRAMPLANS

To realize the potential benefits identified in secFions 6.0 and 7.0, a

Four-phase technology development program was formulated (figure 9.1). Tech-

nologies and demonstration vehicles required to bring the concepts _f
slim-line nacelles and low volume thrust reversers to a state of technical

readiness were identified, and a schedule of activities for each phase was

formulated and integrated into the overall plan as shown. Each phase of the
overall plan is described briefly below.

Phase I -- Design Definition Studies

This phase comprises the more detailed aerodynamic and mechanical design ana-
lysis required to I) establish the preliminary design definition of the most
promising concepts identified in the current study, 2) fu,-ther define
engine/airframe integration requirements, and 3) formulate a preliminary p]an
for test verification of the technology concepts. An airframe subcontractor

wi|I work with Pratt & Whitney to define the nx)st promising nacelle aero-
dynamic configuration and low volume thrust reverser/spoiler configuration for
use as a base for test model definition. This will include consideration of

accessories and accessory ]oration, bleed and horsepower extraction require-
ments, and plumbing and maintainability considerations that might affect
nacel]e contours.

Phase 11 -- Isolated Nacelle Model Test Progra m

This phase comprises design, fabrication, and testing of the most promising
nacelle configurations identified in Phase I in order to verify performance
predictions and obtain benchmark data for code refinement and verification.
Inlet tests will investigate drag variations as a function of cruise inlet

Mach number and inlet mass ratio for each n_del configuration. These tests
will also include investigations of potential inlet internal and external flow

disturbances ,esulting from low Mach number, high angle of attack flow condi-
tions. Nozzle tests will investigate afterbody drag variations as a function
of cruise Mach number and nozzle pressure ratio for each model configuration.
The effects of fan exit flow profile and swirl will also be investigated,
along with active boundary layer control to eliminate or reduce afterbody flow
separation. Inlet and nozzle drags will be added together through use of a
reference nozzle. Testing will be conducted at suitable vendor or NASA
facilities.

Phase III -- Integrated Nacelle Model Test Program

This effort builds upon the results obtained from the Phase 11 tests and com-

prises design, fabrication, and testing of selected integrated nacelle model
designs to verify interference drag predictions and to obtain benchmark JaCa

for drag code verification and refinement. Testing will be c:,nducted at

suitable NASA facilities and will encompass flow conditions representative f

critical segments of a transport aircraft flight envelope. Flow vitua]ization

techniques will be utilized to enhance results. Ning-pylon interference Jrag
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Investigations w111 include varlatlons in nacelle mount 1ocat|on, pylon cam-
ber, and pylon length. Prlmary focus will be on arrangements that maintain
adequate nacelle ground clearance and minimize interference drag wlthobt
imposing weight penalties on the airframe. SlmuIated aft-fuselage, nacelle
mount model tests will also be conducted with the primary variable being
nacelle distance from the fuselage, although axial 1ocatlon and engine center-
line oFientati)_ may also be investigated. Followlng testing, the most
promising nacelle model hardware will be made available for the reverser tar-
geting test program in Phase IV.

Phase IV -- Reverser Effectiveness Mode] Test Proqram

This effort comprises design, fabrication, and testing of thrust rever-
ser/spoiler models to verify effectiveness and efflux pattern predictions and

to obtain benchmark data for code refinement and verification. Testing will be
conducted in suitable vendor or NASA test facilities and will be initiated

with reverser effectiveness and flow coefficient model tests. Following rever-
ser effectiveness testing, the most promising reverser/spoiler configuration
will be fitted to the most promising nacelle configuration _dentified in Phase
Ill. Integrated nacelle/reverser tests will be conducted to investigate rever-
ser targeting requirements and the effects of reverser efflux on nacelle inlet

flow conditions. Test variables will cover a range of I) free-stream Mach num-

bers, 2) reverser areas, 3) blocker door heights, and 4) targeting effIux
angles. A11 testing will be conducted at flow conditions representative of

typical thrust reverser operating points in a transport aircraft flight
envelope.

This program plan represents the logical sequence of events required to
achieve concept technology readiness in a time frame permitting maximum bene-
fit to emerging and advanced turbofan engines.
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SECTION 10.0 CONCLUSIONS

The Advanced Turbofan Nacelle Definition Study established the design feasi-
bility of advanced technology, slim-line nacelles applicable to advanced tech-
nology, high bypass ratio turbofan engines. Design feasibility was also esta-
blished for tWO lOW volume thrust reverser/spoiler concepts that meet or ex-
ceed the required effectiveness for these engines. These nacelle and thrust

reverser/spoiler designs were shown to be applicable in engines with takeoff
thrust sizes ranging from 106,756 to 266,892 Newtons (24,000-60,000 lbs.). The

reduced weight, drag, and cost of the advanced technology nacelle instal-
lations relative to current technology nacelle_ offer a mission fuel burn
savings ranging from 3.0 to 4.5 percent (depending on mission) and direct
operating cost plus interest improvements from 1.6 to 2.2 percent.

Douglas Aircraft Company evaluations utilized the advanced technology nacelle
and engine concepts on advanced, wide body transport concepts. These evalua-

tions indicated that up to 28 percent fuel burn savings on long range missions
are attainable, relative to currently available production engines and
nacelles.

A four-phase technology verification program was formulated to further define,
fabricate, and test promis_ng concepts identified in the study. Further evalu-
ations should also address the following areas: 1) development of compact
accessories and seccndary power systems and 2) wing/pylon/nacelle aerodynamic
integration.
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1.0 SUJ,I,'IARY

A baseline advanced airplane configuration and performance was established

usiJ}g t_le Pratt & Whitney SrF o_I Maximum Efficiency Energy Efficient Engine
(lIE4). The STF _31 is a 40,UuO Ibs. thrust class turbofan with a bypass ra-

tio of 7.2. The advanced tri-jet with this engine is designated the Douglas
,4odel D967C-209. This study airplane incorporates advanced features that can

be expected to be in future generation transports. The STF 631 engine and
ndcelle was then replaced with the STF 653 and STF 653DD with current tech-
nology and advdnced tecnnology nacelles. The STF 6S3 and STF 653DD are more

advanced engines with a 12.8 bypass ratio geared fan, and a 9.1 bypass ratio
direct drive fan, respectively.

T;le results show that a fuel savings of 22% to 23% _s achievable from the
ddvanced propulsion systems when compared to the tIE_ baseline. When based

agai,st the best currently available engine tecnnology that is committed to
production, tnere is a potential 28% reduction in fuel burned. Attainment of

tile full potential requires technology development for the engine and instal-
lation. The installation technology needs are tne subject of this report.

Iii
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2.0 INTRODUCTION

This study has been conducted to assess the fuel burned savings potential of
Pratt & Whitney Target Engines in advanced nacelles when installed in an

advanced tri-jet transport in the time period near the year 2000. The Target
Engines are study engines with advancements beyond that in the NASA-sponsored
Energy Efficient Engine (E3) technology program. The advanced nacelles are

advanced concept designs employing means to reduce drag and weight. The
advanced tri-jet is a long range, wide body transport employing advanced con-
figuration, material, and system features.

The studies were conducted using engine installation data supplied by Pratt &
Whitney for a baseline and for the advanced engines. The baseline was the STF
631. The more advanced engines were the STF 653 and STF 653DD. The STF 653 is
a bypass ratio ]2.8 geared fan. The STF 553DD is a bypass ratio 9.1 direct
drive fan.

The studies were conducted using the Douglas airplane optimization program,
CASE, to determine the aircraft size for minimum fuel burned.
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3.0 STUOY RESULTS

J.l BASELINE AIRVLANE DESCRIPTION

A baseline airplane wds established in order to evaluate the advanced engines
as_d nacelles. In order to assess improvements from only advanced engines, a
conservative approach to aavanced technology utilization in the airframe was
used. Advanced features that are highly probable without feasibility demon-
strations were used. The Douglas Aircraft Company (DAC) Model D967C-209 con-
figuration with the baseline PWA SFF 631 engines is shown in Figure I. This
advanced tri-jet has a maximum take-off gross weight of 645,200 Ibs. with an
overall length of 212 ft. 3 inches and wing span of 225 feet 3 inches. The STF
6Jl engines are sized for 48,400 Ibs. thrust each. The characteristics are

shown in Table I. The weight breakdown for the baseline is shown in Table II.

J.l.l. AOV_iCCED TECHNOLOGY WING

The Model D967C-209 incorporates an advanced technology wing based on super-
critical airfoils. The wing characteristics were selected using the experience
gained from extensive studies on the previous MDF-IO0 and D3300 airplane pro-
jects. The selected characteristics are:

Sweep A c/4 = 330

average Thickness Ratio, t/c = 12.64%

Aspect Ratio, A.R. = lO.d

Reference Area, Sw = 470U Ft2

Tne high lift system was derived from advanced aircraft studies and uses a
full spafl, leading edge slat and an 8U% span, trailing edge, single segI_nt,
nigh-extension fowler flap. Performance is based on an extensive data base
developed under t_e _ASA EET Program and OAC tecnnology development programs.
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Figure 1 Study Transport Model D967C-209
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TABLE I

MODEL 967C-209

CHARACTERISTICS

Aircraft Type Advanced Tri-jet

Engines

Thrust, N (Ibs)/Engine

Passenger Capacity

Design Range (NM)

Max Take Off Weight, kg (Ibs)

Operating Empty Wgt, kg (Ibs)

Wing Area, m2 (Ft2)

Horizontal Area, m2 (Ft2)

Vertical Area, m2 (Ft2)

P&W STF 631

215,292 (4_,400)

437

5,800

292,656 (645,200)

15g,773 (332,400)

1,¢32 (4,700)

3O6 (1,007)

1_4 (6U5)

Wing Aspect Ratio lO.t_

Horizontal Aspect Ratio 5.0

Vertical Aspect Ratio 1.8

Fuselage Length, cm (in.) 7,025 (2,766)

Fuselage Width, cm (in.) 6UI (237)
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TABLE 11

MODEL 967C-209

WEIGHT BREAKDOWN

Weight, k9 (Ibs)

,4ax Take Off 292,656 (645,200)
14ax Landing 229,970 (507,000)
,4ax Zero Fue] 218,630 (482,000

116

Wing 37,797 (83,329)
Horizontal 2,751 (6,067)
Vertical 2,599 (5,731)
Fuselage 27,733 (61,142)

Landing Gear 14,268 (31,457)

Airframe ....................... 85,150 (187,726)

Engines 13,198 (29,098)
Installation 6,561 (14,465)
Fuel System 1,387 (3,060)

Propulsion ...................... 21,147 (46,623)

Controls 4,477 (9,871)

Avionics 1,031 (2,274)
Instruments 1,030 (2,271)

aPU and Environmental 3,_71 (7,433)
Flectrical 3,401 (7,499)

Furnishings 20,859 (45,987)
Lce Protection 208 (635)
A_x Gear 25 (56)

Systems ........................ 34,484 (76,026)

,lax E_npty _4eigh_.................................. 140,7_I_ (310,375)

Operator Items .................................... 9,990 {22,025)

Operating Empty _#eight............................ 150,773 (332,400)



3.1.2 ADVANCED TAIL

in cruise, approximately six percent of the total airplane drag of a wide body
tri-jet is due to parasite drag of the horizontal tail. Based on this, a 17
percent reduction in tail area would provide a one percent decrease in total
drag, w_licn ,_ould result on average in a l.l percent decrease in fuel burn. A
smaller tail would also weigh less; a lO0U-pound decrease in empty weig_t
reduces the fuel burn by 0.3 percent.

Tile size of the horizontal tail is determined by its ability to provide {a)

airplane nose-up (ANJ) pitching moment for trim in landing configuration witn
a forward center of gravity (CG) and (b) adequate longitudinal stability at
aft CG. Since the horizontal tail always carries a down load for steady l "g"

fliji_t, even when flying at aft CG, the trim capability can be increased by
designitlg the tail with inverted camber, and the elevator as an inverted,
slotted flap but with deflection capability in both directions. A furthe,'
reduction in tail area is provided by having neutral elevator shift from zero
at take-off flaps to several degrees trailing edge up (TEU) at maximum landing

flaps, in tnis way the elevator provides part of the ANU trim for the critical
la_ding case. For takeoff, the full throw of the powerful slotted elevator is
still available for nose wheel liftoff. Further tail area reduction is possi-

ble if a staoility augr_ntation system is used to provide artificial longitu-
dinal staDility, critical at the aft CG limit. The above rationale led to the
current advanced tail design.

Cambered tails are in use on several transports, and a slotted elevator is

currently in use on one transport aircraft. The Douglas advanced tail design
is more refined due to (a) larger elevator deflections, (b) a slot cover/seal,
and (c) the use of several degrees of elevator in the trim system. Current
estimates predict that t_is tail _ill provide a 2.3 percent reduction in total

airplane drag and a weigI_t of 20B3 pounds over the current long range tri-jet

design.

J.l.3 c_LONGITUDI_AL STABILITY AUGIIENTATION SYSTEI4 ( _ LSAS)

Fne study aircraft configuration includes a static stability augmentation sys-
tem that allows operation at a center-of-gravity range aft of that of an
unaugmented aircraft. The _ LSAS system provides angle-of-attack stability
characteristics similar to t_ose of contemporary aircraft. Tile more aft cen-

ter-of-gravity location reduces tne aerodynamic balancing down load carried by
the horizontal tail. This results in lower trim drag and a weight savings due
to the smaller horizontal tail and wing. The _ LSAS system provides positive

staoility for all fligi_t conditions, ensuring the proper sense for control
column motions and forces required for maneuvering the aircraft. The systemn

employs pitch rate, pitch attitude and normal acceleration as feedback para-
meters to independent augmentation computers which provide control inputs in

series with pilot commands to the four elevator segments and the horizontal
stabilizer.
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3.1.4 V ""AO.AN_ED STRUCTURES

rlajor advanced material technology development activities have been underway
at _o_glas. Douglas composite programs, with major funding support from NASA,
are leading to widespread application of composites in future transport air-
craft.

Assumed application areas for composite _naterials in this study transport
include control surfaces, floor beams, fairings, landing gear doors and carbon
Drakes.

Douglas is also conducting research and technology development on advanced
metallics. [he study airplane weights are based on using aluminu_-I t._ium
alloys in the wing and fuselage primary structures.

3.1.5 SYSFE,_S

I_provements in aircraft systems are also included. Some of these are:

o

o

o

Oigital Avionics -- improved reliability and capability
Flight Performance Management -- reduced aircraft operations fuel
consumption

Air Conditioning -- reduced engine bleed requirements and improved
mate rial s

o

o

o

o

APU -- reduced fuel consumption
Advanced Cockpit Displays -- reduced weight and improved performance
Advanced Hydraulic System -- 8000 psi system

Advanced Electrical System -- rare earth magnets, light weight wiring
and high power transistors
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3.2. CONFIGURATION ANALYSES

3.2.1. AIRPLANE SIZING

Detailed performance sizing runs were made for the study engines. These
e_gines were assumed to be installed on the Model D967C-209 airplane with a
capacity of 437 passengers and a supercritical, aspect ratio 10.8 wing
designed for a cruise Mach number of 0.82. Constraints included an initial
cruise altitude capability of 33000 feet, a take-off field length of llO00
feet, and an approach speed of 150 knots. The airplanes were sized for a range
capability of 5800 nautical miles with a full passenger and bag payload. The
_ing area and engine sizes were selected to minimize the fuel burned for an
averaje 2000 nautical mile mission.

Sizing was done using the Doug]as CASE program. Results for the baseline using

the STF 531 are shown in Figure 2. The critical sizing point for the engine
was the 33000 feel initial cruise altitude capabilty and the airplane wing
area was selected for minimum fue] burned.

The results for the STF653 with the advanced technology nacelle are shown in
Figure 3. The STF653 has a bypass ratio of 12.8 compared to the bypass ratio
of 7.2 for the STF631. Even though the higher bypass ratio STF653 has a

greater thrust lapse than the STFG3I, when the airplane is resized and opti-
mized for minimum Fuel burned for the typical or average 2000 nautical miles
_nission, the opti_,lumwing loading is lower and the engine and wing are sized
for minimum fuel burned.

3.2.2 MISSION ANALYSIS

Tile fuel burned by mission sejment for the design range mission of 5800 nauti-

cal Lniles and a typical mission of 2000 nautical miles are shown for the base-
line in Tables III and IV. The case shown uses current technology secondary

power extraction and current aerodynamic performance applied to the compact

nacelle. Block fuel savings of 20.9% for a typical 2000 nautical mile mis-

sion and 22.4% for the design range of 5800 nautical miles are predicted.

The_e analyses did not include the lower drag for the shock free lines as-

sessed by Pratt & Whitney or the efficiency improvement expected by use of a
_nore efficient advanced environmental control system. Inclusion of these fea-

tures _ould provide an addiLional improven_ent of 0.9%, resulting in a block

fuel savings of 21.8% for the typical 2000 nautical _nile mission and 23.3% for
the 5800 nautical mile design range mission.
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TABLE III

;_ission Analysis for STF b31

D967C-209 Stretch, S) REF = 4000, STF-631, RSS HOR., T3HO

AR = 1U.7950, F/C = 0.1264, Sweep = 33.10, Taper = 0.2750

Range (I_M)

Engine Size, kg (la)
_ing Area, m2 (ft2)
Takeoff Gross ilgt, kg (ID)

Jperating Empty Wgt, kg (Ib)

Total Taxi Fuel, kg (Ib)

Takeoff Fuel, kg (Io)

C]imb Fuel, Kg (l_)
Climb Distance, NM

Cruise Fuel, Kg (lo)
Cruise Distance, NIl

Descent Fuel, kg (Ib)
Descent Distance, _tl

Approach Fuel, kg (Ib)

Slock Time (hr)

Block Fuel, kg (lo)

Cruise CL

Cruise I.lacllNumber

Cruise L/D

Cruise SFC

Cruise Range Factor

58U0

21,962 (48,420)
1,431 (4,698)
292,]51 (644,087)
150,738 (332,323)

629 (1,3_7)

85u (l,8y4)

7,445 (l(,,4l 5)
;'69.0

79,6Ja C175,574)

5414.0

2a4 (62&)
1/7.1

229 (505)

12.837

89,076 (196,38l)

0.4748 -- 0.4954

0.8200 -- 0.8200

18.7_5 -- 18.805

U.5480 -- 0.5379

1649J. -- 16443.

2OOO

21,962 (48,420)
1,43l (4,698)

226,985 (500,420)
150,738 (332,323)

544 (1,20l)

_25 (1,378)

5,0:]8 (11,109)
Id5.7

21,892 (48,266)

1,698

282 (622)
If6.1

223 (492)

4.740

28,606 (63,067)

0.5241 -- 0.4717

0.8300 -- 0.8304

18.580 -- 18.364

0.5408 -- 0.5398

16357. -- 16205.

iw.,. ].. ,
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TABLE IV

{4ission Analysis for STF 653

_bove with STF-653 with Advanced Technology Nacelles,
T3_iO, AR = I0.7950, T/C = 0.1264, Sweep = 33.10, Taper = 0.2750

Range (Ni4)

rlngine Size, kg (ID)
_ing Area, m2 (ft2)
TakeoFf Gross _gt, kg (Ib)

Jperating E_ilpty_/gt, kg (lb)

Total taxi Fuel, kg (ID)

fakeoff Fuel, kg (Ib)

Climb Fuel, k9 (Ib)
Climb Oistance, NM

Cruise Fuel, kg (Io)
Cruise Distance, NM

Descent Fuel, kg (Ib)
Jescent L)istance, NM

Approach Fuel, kg (Ib)

Block Tir,le (hr)

_Iock Fuel, kg (1_)

Cruise CL

Cruise ilacn tlumber

Cruise L/O

Cruise SFC

Cruise Range Factor

5dO0

23,586 (52,000)
1,463 (4,800)
264,874 (583,952)
14b,_84 (J21,623)

414 ('_I3)

571 (l,2oU)

5,994 (I.1,216)
288.9

61 ,/80 (136,203)
_3d3.8

215 (475)
127.4

]54 (362)

12.872

69,184 (1_2,527)

0.5081 -- 0.406/

0.8200 -- 0.8200

19.675 -- 19.293

0.4658 -- 0.4647

19965. -- 19526.

2O0O

23,5a16 (52,000)

1,463 (4,80L))

214,521 (472,942)

145,884 (321,623)

346 (764)

44O (972)

4,007 (8,836 }
189.0

17,447 (38,465)
1_5

213 (47])

126.6

160 (354)

4.743

22,616 (49,862)

0.4868 -- 0.4459

0.8300 -- 0.8305

19.214 -- 18.854

0.4675 -- 0.4665

19566. -- 19253.
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J. EVALdAFIONOF ADVANCED PROPULSION SYSTEJ_S

Fi}e advanced propulsion systems were evaluated to: (1) deterT,line the fuel

burned improvement, (2) determine the impact on installaaility, and C3) assess
L_e irapact of more advanced technology on airframe requirements.

J.3.1 F,JEL SAVIquS

FJie fuel savings of tne srF6_ and STF6_JOD with current tecnnology and
_dvanced tec,lnology nacelles were detemlined from mission analyses with these

propulsion} systems installed on the model J967-2d_ advanced wide body tri-jet.
File analyses were done using the Douglas CASE program with the aircraft
resized to match the same payload and range capability.

The fuel savings for tne typical 2JJd nautical miles range typical mission are

shown in Figure 4. The maximum fuel savings of 22_ results from use of the
SFF6_J with tne advanced nacelle. A current technology installation would
result in a 4_ smaller fueed savings. F.qese savings are relative to the
STFoJl. Ti_e STF6_I is about 5% better than the best currently available pro-
duction tecnnolugy.

Fne TARGFF engine _itn advanced nacelle tecnnology, therefore, offers a 27_
improveraent for the 2uOU nautical mile mission and 28_ improv_ent at the
design range when compared to the best available engine and installation.

The analyses were conducted assuming an interference drag level of 3_ of the

nacelle drag in all installations. This level was based on a proprietary data
correlation wnicr, shows t-_is level is potentially acnievable for the nacelle
positioning used in this study. As discussed in Section 3.4.1, an experimental

program is needed to determine the means to install the very high bypass ratio
engines to minimize the interference drag.

Figure 5 sno._s tne improvement potential from achieving a high efficiency
nacelle configuration. The interference drag potential of _; total airplane

drag is based on data correlations. Ti_ese data snow the interference drag
could be 6_ of airplane drag unless the necessary data base is developed. The

drag reduction also requires a short, sharD, leading edge inlet. The means to
achieve a suitable design, particularly during off-design-point operating con-
ditions, needs to be developed.

in addition to the need to rainimize interference drag, the performance dif-

ference resulting from acnieving a tightly wrapped, minimum length cowlin_

versus a current technology installation is shown. Tne advanced installation

also results in a fuel savi_ijs from weignt reduction.

The fan reverser/nozzle improvement requires minimizing tne volume needed by
tne reverser. This need as well as the ot_ers described above are described

further in Section 3.4.
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3.J.2 INSTALLAE)ILIIY

Installation studies were conducted for the baseline STF631, the STF653 with

current and advanced technology nacelles, and the STF653DD with current and
advanced tec,molo_lY nacelles. The studies were conducted for the wing and tail
locations. T_e installation characteristics are summarized on Table V for the

wing position installations and on Table VI for the aft position.

The installation study drawings are shown in Figures 6 through lO for the wing
locations and in Figures II through 15 for the aft installations.

The mechanical installation studies of the nacelles snow they can be installed
in an advanced wide body tri-jet. However, the tightly wrapped nacelles
require advanced approaches to accommodate tile airframe systems in consonance
with current maintainability standards.

Use of current technology pneumatic systems creates a number of problems. The
simple bleed precoolers currently used do not integrate satisfactorily. With
the short fan reverser/nozzle there is insufficient space for the fa_l cooling
flow offtaKe and ducting.

With She advanced technology nacelles, the reverser concepts do not incor-
porate the use of cascades for directing reverse flow efflux patterns to the
extent current designs achieve. Further investigations are needed in this
area. The advanced tecnnology requirements are described in the next section.
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TABLE VI

Installation Characteristics: Tail Mounted Engines
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Figure 8
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3.4. ADVANCEI) TECIINOLOGY REQUIREMENTS

Achieving the maximum benefit from target engines requires a high efficiency
nacelle and high efficiency installation. T_is requires improved integration
between the engine and airframe systems and requirements. A number of examples
have been identified and described below.

J.4.1 INTERFERENCE ORAG

Figures Iu and 17 show the profile relationships of tne study installations.
Qith these nigher bypass ratio installations, the fan exhaust flow effects

will become larger than occurs with current hi9 n bypass ratio engines.

Figure 18 shows tne positioning non-dimensionally comparing the study instal-
lations with current aircraft. The use of supercritical airfoils in advanced
aircraft exacerbates the channel flow problem in the wing/pylon/nacelle inter-
section. Tests conducted bw IIASA nave silown that use of a long duct with the
supercritical wing results in nigiler drag levels for the same positioning. Tlle
nigher bypass ratio of the STF65_ introduces uncertainty because of the in-

creased effect of tne exhaust flow. Since the complex flow field cannot be
accurately analyzed, an experimental data base needs to be establisi_ed.

i

3.4.2 AJVANCED TECHNOLOGY I_LETS

The inlets for tne advanced nacelles have thin inlet cowls, thin inlet lips

and short inlet duct lengths optimized for cruise conditions. Current designs
are compromises for off-clesign-point operation. Current inlets are designed to
maintain low pressure distortion on tile fan face tnrougllout the operating
envelope including during static operation with cross wind, and with wing
induced upwasn during climb out. The use of protective devices such as
blow-in-doors _as been avoided in recent designs because of their adverse

effects on noise. Cowling flow separation at low mass flow ratios and at high
angles of attack also needs to be avoided because of the resultant buffeting
and high drag levels. An analytical/experimental program is needed for the
advanced nacelles to establish the means by which the high cruise efficiency

designs will be made suitable for conditions wnicn include:

(I) Cross flow (upwasb and crosswind)
(2) Static operation
(3) Buffet free operation throughout the operating envelope

(4) Jff-design drag
(D) High noise environment
(6) Inlet noise attenuation
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J.4.3 LOW VOLU_E TIIRUST REVERSER

A key element in enaoling use of higher bypass ratio engines most effectively
is tne snort, tigi}tly wrapped nacelle. The short nacelle in turn requires new
tilrust reverser concepts. Tne higll bypass ratio engines, when first introduced

in commercial transport aircraft, used fan flow reversers and core flow spoi-
lers. Initial operational experience showed that the core flow spoilers, which
were suajected to a nigh temperature environment, had poor reliability and
high maintenance costs. Fhe retarding capability of cascade type fan reversers

was determined to De satisfactory without the core flow spoilers, and, sub-

sequently, most operators removed the core flow spoilers. Later design high
bypass ratio engine installations use fan-only reversing.

Tne cascade type of reverser allows a hig_ degree of reverse flow directional

tailoriD1g while maintaining thrust reversing effectiveness at acceptable
levels. Initially, translating cowl, fixed cascade, and translating cowl with
translating cascade reversers were used. The translating cascade reverser
allows a shorter fan cowl but does not lend itself to an installation where
tile engine is easily accessible and the engine can be removed with the rever-

sers remaining on wing. Current maintainability standards require the easy
access and engine removal features which have been included in all recent
installations. An advanced reverser concept is needed which includes the
necessary r_aintainability features and allows a short fan cowl.

A simple comparison of net reverse thrust, as shown in Figure 19, between a
current engine with a bypass ratio of about 5 and an advanced engine with a

aypass ratio of lO, shows that the fan reverser effectiveness can be signifi-
cantly lower to produce the sa_e retarding force, i_owever, the advanced engine
will be used on an advanced airframe and an assessment needs to be made of

rever_ing characteristics needed for equal safety. The drag characteristics of
an advanced airplane with tne advanced engine on an icy runway need to be
evaluated.
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In current Lnrust reverser designs using cascades to control flow directivity,
directivity is used to _.Hnimize re-ingestion, minimize F.O.D., avoid inter-
ference witn fuselage mounted static taps used for air speed measurement, and
to direct flow away from high lift devices since these also have high drag
which is desir-_Jie during decelerations.

,lini_nizing nozzle length requires minimizing the length required for thrust
reversers, l-he use of snort thrust reversers requires minimizing the flow
directivity control needed and mi_imizing ti_e flow turning.

Since f._nco_l lengths are determined by reverser configuration requirements,
tecnnolojb,'advancements for snorter reversers that occupy a m!nimum volume are
needed. Fhe low volume reverser would allow ._inimum length and cowl diameter.
Tqe i_,!tial phase of a reverser technology develop_,lent needs to establish
re_uire:.le_its.Advanced aircraft are expected to nave higher lift to drag ratio
during landing and, therefore, require additional retarding force for the same
airpla_le deceleration. Tne nigher )ypass ratio engines have larger diameters
,_ith increased mass flows _,laking F.O.L). considerations possibly more impor-
tant. !_,Iprove_,_entsin predicting tlle occurrence of and developing criteria for
re-ingestion and F.O.D. need to be included in the overall technology develop-
_,_ent.

Analytic metnod and experimental data base development are believed necessary.
These efforts should be joint airframe and engine company activities.

J.4.4 [_'_TEGRATEDENGIi_E/AIRFRAvlE POWER SYSTEi_S

The advanced engines require improved integration of the non-propulsive power
systems. Improvements are needed to adapt non-propulsive systems to tightly
_rapped nacelles and reduce power extraction penalties while addressing the
c_)aracteristics of the advanced engine cycles. For example, current auxiliary
power units (APd's) are sized by the pneumatic power required by the environ-

mental control system on the ground. These systems, however, are expected to

be more efficient on future aircraft resulting in a lower power demand on t..
APU. Jn the other hand, the power required for starting the main engines Is
increasing. The trend with engine cycle pressure ratio is shown in Figure 20.
It is expected that the advanced turDofans with overall cycle pressure ratios
greater than 50 will result in t_e APU being sized by the power required for
engine starting. The usa!]e for engine starting is For a relatively short time.
Tnis means that most of the usage time for the APU would be at reduced power
for operation of the environmental control system. Current APd's have a
relatively poor specific fuel consumption at the design point but are much
worse at reduced power.

Another consideration is the effect of nigher cycle pressure ratios on the
windmill ,:;tartenve, op. A number of incidents of all engine shutdowns followed
by re-lights i_ave occurred. In sor,le cases, windmill starting resulted in
._e_storation of engine ti_rust. For future installations, as a minimum, the
current safety levels must be maintained. The inflight starting
cnar._cterlstics n_ust tnerefore be investigated° Figure 21 shows trend data nn

the _ini_nu'_ speed for windwill starting versus engine pressure ratio. A
co_:tinuatioc_ ef this trend could result in the need for in-flight starter

assist folle,_ing ali in-fligi_t flame-ou_s.
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The specific tecnnology development requirements need to be determined. An
initial requirenents evaluation would be a joint engi_le/airframe company
study. Tne e_Igine company first estimates the ground and in-flight starting
:i_ardcteristics of advanced e_igines. Improved prediction method development
_,_ayOe required as an initial step. These data then are reviewed by an air-
fra_ne cor,Ipany and the suitability evaluated. The engine and airframe corn-
parties t,_en identify i_,Iprovementapproaches, if necessary.
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3.4.5 ENER6Y EFFICIENT E_VIRON_4EIJTAL SYSTE{4S

Electric, hydraulic and pneumatic power is needed to operate _ircraft systems.
Electric and i}ydraulic puwer are generated Dy shaft power from the engine
w_nile pneumatic power is derived from engine bleed. The time average power

usage for a current wide body tri-jet is shown in Figure 22.

Fi_e electrical power usaje is twice that for hydraulic power. Tne pneumatic
oo_er usage, i_owever, is al_,_ostan order of magnitude larger than the elec-
trical power usage. Clearly, the area for efficiency improvement is pneumatic
power. _n addition to efficiency considerations, as the bypass ratio increa-
ses, the quantity of _leed available decreases. Advanced aircraft studies
snow t;_at a bleed availaDility problem occurs for ice protection which is
exacerDated ay the nigher aspect ratio wing and larger diameter inlets with
lower _nrust levels at low speeds during icing conditions. Because current

technology aircraft secondary power systems impose excessive performance
penalties and the installations requirements are not compatible with the
advanced nacelles, alternative in_provement approaches need to be explored, and
the technology base to allow use of the advanced engines in tile most efficient
way :leeds to be developed.

The largest in-flight pneumatic power usage is for cabin environmental con-
trol. The air cycle machine is currently used for this purpose. The air cycle

_.acnine is driven by engine bleed air. Engine bleed flow is compressed,
cooled, and then expanded in a turbine which drives tne compressor. The cold
air from the expansion turbine discharge is mixed with hot bypass bleed air to
provide ti_e desired flow temperature. The air cycle machine provides cabin
ventilation and temperature control on the ground and in flight. The air cycle
mdcnine is very efficient in terms of multi-function utilization of hardware
buC has a poor energy efficiency.

HYDRAULIC

ELECTRICAL

PNIEUMATIC

ENGINE THRUST POWER

TOTAL

TIME AVERAGE

HORSEPOWER PER ENGiNe eE.RC.ENTOF TOTAL

2:] 0.19

49 0.41

3OO 3.0

12,592 96.4

L I I I

11,964

Fijure L2 Wide _ody Transport Cruise Secondary Power Usage
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,It a typical cruise condition, the flow path of the environmental control sys-
tem starts from ambient air which undergoes a ram pressure rise and then is
compressed by the engine compressor. The engine has a highly efficient com-
pressor, but the bleed extraction process is not efficient. In order to mini-
,_ize the quantity of contaminants in the bleed flow, the bleed is extracted,
and only the static pressure is recovered. A further pressure drop is intro-
duced by going through a pressure regulator. The regulated flow then is pro-
cessed by the air cycle machine, which compresses part of the Flow, removes

heat, and then lowers the tempeY _ture by going through an expansion turbine.
This cold Flow is Inixed with hot _i_d flow that bypasses the air cycle.

?,elative to the end requirement for a cabin at 1l psia pressure and a tem-

perature in the 7J's, the flow is overpressurized and over heated and then
partially overcooIed with nuhlerous pressure loss processes introduced. Use of
a di]it_Ily controlled active system in which only the necessary flow condi-
tioning is done should be much more energy efficient.

Alternative means to achieving a more efficient system should be explored,
i_Iclu,]iq9 a more efficient means to derive pneumatic power from the engine. Im-

proving bleed extraction efficiency reduces the temperature for a given pres-
sure and should reduce the size or eliminate the need for a precooler. This is
very desirable with the advanced nacelle, because the volume is not available
for extracting the fan flow for cooling, and because the precooler volume is
excessive.

For ice protection, the NASA electro-impulse de-icing activities should con-
tinue. However, other means of ice protection are also possible, such as use
of freeze point depressants, thermo heating and pneumatic boots. The con-
cepts that use the least energy without adding a_other fluid-on-board that
requires servicing are the electro-impulse and pneumatic boot methods. These
are de-icing methods as compared to ant i-icing. De-icing introduces additional
considerations. If used on the inlet, or on the aircraft with engines down-

stream of surfaces employing ice protection, the limitations of ice ingestion
by the engine are not known.

An assessment needs to be conducted and the technology developed for ice pro-

tection syste_,_s for use with advanced en]ines. The evaluation should give con-
sideration to the effects of using laminar Flow control or shock free aero-

dynahlic concepts. The dat_ base is needed to evaluate use of de-icing systems,

and the technology development for reduced or no bleed ice-protection systems

_nust be developed. The iqASA electro-impulse de-icing activity should be con-
tinued, but additional areas need to be addressed. In addition, other tech-

nology options should be developed. A list of candidate items is shown below.

De-lcinj Data Base

0

0

0

0

0

Ice l)article characteristics from de-icing systems
Criteria/requirements/limitations for ice ingestion by engines
Effects of ice build up on inlet performance
Zffects of Ice build up on nacelle drag
Effects of ice build up on aerodynamic characteristics of advanced

wings.
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4.u CJNCLUSIONS

F_le evaluation of the Pratt & Whitney Target Engines in both Current Tech-

nology and Advanced Technology Nacelles snows that major reductir,ns in fuel
burned are ac$_ievable. Tne larger diameter, higher bypass ratio enjines can be
installed in both wing and aft positions of wide body transports. Achieving
the full oenefit, however, requires improving aerodynamic, mechanical, and
s_osystem integration between the airframe and engine. Tecnnology developments
in these areas for the Target Engines _ould result in 23% improvement in fuel
ourned on long range )nissions when compared to the I_E4 _aseline. Compared to

currently available production engines, a 28% improvement would result.

Specific areas ,]eeding advdncements include inlets and thrust reversers, se-
condary power systems and accessories. The instal]ations must be made more
c_,_pact and integrated with the engine more efficiently. The following areas
requi re tecnnology advancements:

HIGH ZFF!CIENJY J_ACELLE CONFIGURATIONS

_ing/Pylon/Nacelle Configurations For Minimum Interference Drag
Inlets for Very High Bypass Ratio Engines
Low Volu_,leReverser/Nozzles for Very High Bypass Ratio Engines

JIIGH EFFICIENCY Ii_STALLATION INTEGRATION

Integrated Engine/Airframe Power Systems
Ev_erjy Efficier_t Environr,_ental Systems.
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5.0 RECO;,IMENDATOI_S

Historically, the major ir,lprovements in transport aircraft have been paced by
propulsion system developments. In the 1950's, the introduction of the jet
enjine brought increased speed, corm=ort (from higher altitude flight) and
reliability. There were then step-wise improvements from using low and then
'nijh bypass ratio engines. The introduction of new engine technology has

occurred from appTication to new, far]e, lon,j range transports, where the cost
for i_nprovements in fuel cor_sumption cou]d be absorbed by increased passenjer
capacity -- fueT costs Jei_j a major fraction of the direct operating costs.

Wl_ile consideraJIe research and technolojy efforts are currently underway for

aJvanced turboprops, includinj counter-rotating versions, these efforts are
directed towards applications in small _nd medium size transports. The very
large turboprops needed with static thrust levels greater than 50,000 lbs. are
not foreseen until the moderate, 25,000 lbs. thrust level systems have

established proven reliability over extended periods of service. Continuing
turbofan technology advancements are therefore needed to maintain a U.S.
technology advantaje for large commercial and military aircraft into the 21st
cent ury.

in order to achieve the major reductions in fuel consumption potentially

attainable for turbofan engines, broad technology advancements are needed. The
necessary technologies should be aggressively developed through a focused
effort such as the TARGET engine propulsion system. Engine component tech-
nolouy advancements are needed. Equally important is the need to develop high
efficiency installation technologies.
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APPE_DIX B

LIST JF SYMBOLS AN{) ABBREVIATIONS

Symbo I Definition

AERO,

AFAN

AHI

A1 pna (_)

ALT

(AJ CO)FA;_

Aj R

A_Id

APRI,_I

APJ

ATH

Aux

A,_ET

deta (/3)

BPR

C

Co

CET

Cf

C.G.

Aerodynamic

Fan Area

Highlignt Area

Angle, Angle of Attack

Al titude

;an J_ozzle Effective Area

Reverser Effective Area

Airplane Nose-up

Primary Jet Area

Auxiliary Power Unit

Throat Area

Auxiliary

Wetted Area

Flow Angle or Discharge Angle

Bypass Ratio

Cascade Chord

Discharge Coefficient

Combustor Exit Temperature

Surface Friction Coefficient

Center of Gravity

r..A6l t nteatbOa ld. ILAnS
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S_mbol Definition (cont.)

Cl_

CV

_C

JO

DEQUIV

°FAN

uFC I

DFCO

oHI

DiA

L)i@kX

Di|AXCLR

DOC

DOC plus

DTI

DTMR

'aFO

EJ

EFF

EPNd_

FAR

F_

156

Centi meters

Nozzle Thrust Coefficient

Oouglas Aircraft Company

Cascade Diameter

Direct Drive (turbofan)

Equi val ent L)iameter

Fan Tip Diameter

Fan Exit Inside Diameter

Fan Exit Outside Diameter

Highlight Diameter

Diameter

ilaximum Diameter

_4aximum Diameter for

Direct

direct

Nacelle Clearance

C)perating Cost

Operating Cost plus Interest

Low-Pressure Turbine

J_ount Ring Oiameter

Low-Pressure Turbine

Exit Inner Diameter

Exit Outside Diameter

Energy Efficient Engine

Efficiency

Effective Perceived Noise-Declbels

Federal Air Regulatio(,

Gross Thrust



Symbol Oefinition (cont.)

FUO

F
U

F
W

ft

FPR

FN

FNRE V

gal.

GN

HPC

fir

HYD

ICAC

lOGS

in.

I.D,

ISO.

K

km

Foreign Object Damage

Crew Otilization Factor

Airplane Speed/Gross Weight Factor

Feet

Radial Offset from the Fan Duct Inner Diameter at the

Downstream End of the Reverser Throat Plane

Radial Offset from the Fan Duct Inner Diameter at the

Upstream End of the Reverser T)Iroat Plane

Fan Pressure Ratio

Net Thrust

Net Reverse Thrust

Gallon

Gearbox

Gross Weight

Hign-Pressure Compressor

,_our

i_ydraulic

initial Cruise Altitude

Integrated Orive L_enerator System

Inches

Inside Diameter

Isol ated

Factor to Account for Compressor Bleed Margin and Blockage

Kilome ters
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S_mbol Oefinition (cont.)

L

LA/8

lbs.

LCLR

LCOWL

LOLICT

LErJG

LFAN

LIN

Lj4AX

LNAL]

I
_4R

LSAS

LTjT

LR

_X.

,,IE_'

HGTO_

J'ICR

mi.

Jln

N

NACPERF
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Cascade Reverser Length

ACterbody Lengzn

Pounds

:ocation of C,learance Point

Cowl Length

Fan Duct Lengtn

Fotal Engine Length

Fan Case Length

!nlet Length

_4aximum Length

Nacelle Length

Location of _dount Ring

Longitudinal Stability Augmentation System

Total Lengtn

Reverser Length

_eters

Idax i mum

Maximum Efficiency Energy Efficient Engine

i4aximum Gross Takeoff Weight

Cruise i4ach Number

Miles

_,lach number

Newtons

Nacelle Geometry and Performance



_mbol Oefinition (cont.)

NASA

No.

N,,I

NR

O.L).

O_JE

OPR

PA;4U

PAX

PTO

PTE

PF

q

RAD

REt..

Rev,

RFAN

RHI

RHUB

RMAX

S/C

STA

National Aerunautics and Space

Number

Nautical Miles

Reverser Fffectiveness

Outside Diameter

Operating Empty Weight

Operating _4eight Empty (same as

Overall Pressure Ratio

Ambient Pressure

Number of Passengers

Fan Duct Exit Total Pressure

Core Engine Exit Total Pressure

Total Pressure

Free Stream Dynamic Pressure

Radius

Radi us

Rel ati ve

Revision

Fan Radius

Highlight Radius

Hub Radius

:4aximum Radius

Cascade Pitch/Chord Ratio

Station

Administration

OEW)
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S_,mbol 9efinition (cont.)

st.

STO

FEU

Theta (e)

IOFL

TSFC

Vj

VJD

VJE

WA

L,

WAF

WAF

WAp

WAT

V_Ar2

WGT.

statute (mile)

Standard

Trailing Edge Up

Reverser Angle

Takeoff Field Length

thrust Specific Fuel Consumption

Jet Velocity

Fan Duct Jet Velocity

Core Engine Jet Velocity

Actual F1_,,_

Corrected Flow

Fan Airflow

Airframe Weight

Primary Airflow

Total Airflow

,_aximum Correcte_ Flow

Weight
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Distribution List

NASA ScientiFic and Teci_nical Information

Facility
P.O. Box 8757

3.W.I. Airport, Maryland 21240
(lO copies)

_ASA Headquarters

600 Independence Ave. SW

Washington, O. C. 20546

Attention: R/R.S. Colladay RT-6

NASA Headquarters
600 _ndependence Ave. SW

Washington, D. C. 20546
Attention: RT/C.C. Rosen RTP-6

NASA-Lewis Research Center

21000 Brookpark Road
Cleveland, Ohio 44135
Attention: RJP/L. Wright

NASA Headquarters

500 Independence Ave. SW
Washington, D. C. 20546
Attention: J. Facey RTP-6

I_ASA-Lewis Research Center

21000 Brookpark Road
Cleveland, Ohio 44135

Attention: J.A. Ziemianski MS 49-6

NASA-Lewis Research Center

21000 Broekpark Ro_d
Cleveland, Ohio 44135
Attention: C.C. Ciepluch MS 100-3

NASA-Lewis Research Center

210dO Brookpark Road

Cleveland, Ohio 44135
Attention: P.G. Batterton t_,S 301-4

NASA-Lewis Research Center

21J00 BrooKparK Read
Cleveland, Ohio 44135
Attention" G.;_. Sievers

NASA-Lewis Research Center

21000 BrooKpark Road
Cleveland. Ohio 44135
Attention" L.T. ;_elea_on

(I0

NASA-Lewis Research Center

21000 Brookpark Road
Cleveland, Ohio 4¢135
Attention: .M.A. Beheim

NASA-Lewis Research Center

21000 B;-ookpark Road
Cleveland, Ohio 44135
Attention: N.T. Saunders

NASA-Lewis Research Center

21000 Brookpark Road
Cleveland, Ohio 44135
Attention: M.J. Hartmann

NASA-Lewis Research Center

21000 8rookpark Road
Cleveland, Ohio 44135
Attention: J.C. Williams

NASA-Lewis Research Center

21000 Brookpark Road
Cleveland, Ohio 44135
Attention: I_.J. Kaszubinski

NASA-Lewis Research Center

21000 Brookpark Road

Cleveland, Ohio 44135

Attention: L.J. Kiraly

NASA-Lewis Research Center

21000 Broo_park Road
Clevelaqd, Ohio 44135
Attention: D.C. !,likkelson

_IS-3-5

MS-3-8

;,IS-3- 7

MS-5DO-?II

MS 23-2

,,_ 86-!

P]:,,:t_.. i'iLNTkflNALLY _LANK
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Distribution List (continued)

I_ASA-Lewis Research Center

21000 Brookpark Road
Cleveland, Ohio 44135
Attention: L.J. Thomas MS 500-305

_ASA-LewIs Research Center

21000 Brookpark Road
Cleveland, Ohio 44135

Attention: J.F. Groeneweg HS 54- 3

QASA-Lewis Research Center

21000 Brookpark Road

Cleveland, Ohio 44135
Attention: R.L. Davies MS 105-I

NASA-Lewis Research Center

21000 Brookpark Road
Cleveland, Ohio 44135
Attention: R. H. Johns MS 4]-6

_ASA-Lewis Research Center

21000 Brookpark Road
Cleveland, Ohio 44135
Attention: J.R. Mihaloew MS lO0-1

NASA-Lewis Research Center

21000 Brookpark Road
Cleveland, Ohio 44135
Attention: L. Reid

MS 5-9

iL_SA-Lewis Research Center

21000 Brookpark Road

Cleveland, Ohio 44135
Attention: O.W.Drier

MS 86-2

NASA-Lewis Research Center

21000 Brookpark Road
Cleveland, Oi_io 44135
Attention: R.W. Niedzwiecki MS 86-6

NASA-Lewis Research Center

21000 Brookpark Road
Cleveland, Ohio 44135
Attention: AFSC Liaison Office

MS 501-3

NASA-Lewis Research Center

21000 Brookpark Road
Cleveland, Oi)io 44135

Attention: Army R&T Propulsion

MS 302-2
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NASA Ames Research Center

Moffett Field, CA 94035
Attention: 202-7/M. H. Waters

(2)

NASA Langley Research Center
Langley Field, VA 2.X365
Attention: Bob James

Neil Driver
L.J. Williams (3)

_ASA Dryden Flight Research Center
P.O. Box 273

Edwards, UA 93523
Atte;_tion: J. A. Albers

Department of Defense
_ashington, D.C. 20301
_ttention: R. Standahar 3DI089 Pentagon

Wright-Patterson Air Force Base
Dayton, Ohio 45433
Attention: APL Chief Scientist AFWAL/PS

Wright-Patterson Air Force Base
Dayton, Ohio 45433
Attention: E.E. Abell ASD/YZE

Wright-Patterson Air Force Base
Dayton, Ohio 45433
Attention: H.I. Bush AFWAL/POT

Wright-Patterson Air Force Base

Dayton, Ohio 45433

Attention: E.E. Bailey (NASA Liaison)
AFWAL/NASA

Wright-Patterson Air Force Base
Uayton, Ohio 45433
_',ttention: R.P. Carmichael ASD/XRHI

Wright-Patterson Air Force Base
Dayton, Ohio 45433
Attention: R. Ellis ASD/YZN

Wright-Patterson Air Force Base

Dayton, Ohio 45433
Attention: W.H. Austin, Jr. ASD/ENF



Distribution List (continued)

Eustis Directorate
U.S. ArmyAir ;-lobility
R&9Laboratory
Fort Eustis, VA 23604

Attention: J. Lane, SAVDL-EU-Fapp

Navy Jepartment

Naval Air Systems Command

_ashlngton, O. C. 20361
Attention: W. Koven AIR-O3E

Navy Department
_laval Air Systems Command
.Vasnington, D. C. 20361
Attention: J.L. Byers AIR-53602

Navy Oepartment

'Javal Air Systems Comma_id
Washington, D. C. 20361
Attention: E.A. Licntman AIR-330E

Navy Department

!'Javal Air Systems Command

Was_lington, O. C. 20361
Attention: G. DerJeria.q AiR-53G2C

t_AVAL AIR Propulsion Test Center
Trenton, NJ U8528

Attentior_ J.J. Curry
A. A. Martino (2)

USAVRAD Command
PO Box 209

St. Louis, MO 63166

Attention: _obert M. Titus (ASTIO)

Department of Transportation
NASA/DOT Joint Office of Noise Abatement

Washington, D.C. 20590
Attention: C. Foster

Federal Aviation Administration

12 New England Executive Park

Burli_,gton, _IA 18083

Attention: Jack A. Sain, A_E-200

Curtiss Wright Corporation
Woodridge, NJ 07075
Attention: S. Lombardo

S. Moskowitz (2)

Detroit Diesel Allison Div. G.M.C.
P.O. Box 894

Indianapolis, IN 46206

Attention: W. L. Mclntire

AVCO/Lycoming
550 S. _lain Street

Stratford, CT 06497

Attention: H. _oellmann

The Garrett Corporation

A[Research Manufacturing Co.
Torrance, CA 90509
Attention: F. E. Faulkner

The Garrettt Corportion

AIResearch Manufacturing Co.
402 S. 36 Street

Phoenix, AZ 85034

Attention: Library

General Electric Co./AEG
One Jimson Road

Evendale, Ohio 45215

Attention: R.W. Bucy (3 copies)
T. F. Donohue

(4)

Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Group/UTC
Government Products Division
P.O. Box 2591

West Palm Beach, Fl 33402
Attention: B. A. Jones

AIResearch Hanufacturing Co.
III South 34th Street

P.O. Box 5217

Phoenix, AZ 85010

Attention: C. E. Corrigan

(93-120/503-4F)

Williams Research Co.

2280 _J. Maple Road

Walled Lake, MI 48088

Attention: R. VanNimwegen
R. Horn

Library

(3)
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Distribution List (continued)

Teledyne CAE, Turbine Engines
1330 Laskey Road
Tolendo, Ohio 43612

Attention: R. H. Gaylord

General Electric Co./AEG
IC)O0 _,lesternAve.

Lynn, FIA 01910
Attention: R. E. Neitzel

Pratt & L_hitney Aircraft Group/UTC
Commercial Products Division

East Hartford, Ct 06108
Attention: D. Gray

r,IS-118-26

Douglas Aircraft Company
I1cDonnell Douglas Corp.
3855 Lakewood Boulevard

Long Beach, CA 90846
Attention: R. T. Kawai C_de 36-41

M. Klotzsche (2)

Lockheed California Co.

Burbank, CA 41502
Attention: J. F. Stroud, Dept. 75-42

R. Tullis, Dept. 75-21
(2)

Federal Aviation Administration
Noise Abatement Division

Washington, D. C. 20590
Attention: E. Sellman AEE-120

Detroit Diesel Allison Div. G.M.C.
333 West First St.

Dayton, OH 45402
Attention: F.H. Walters

Boeing Commercial Airplane Co.
P.O. Box 3707

Seattle, WA 98124
Attention: P.E. Johnson I_S-9H-46

Boeing CoF,mercial Airplane Co.
P.O. Box 3707

Seattle, '_A 98124
Attention: D.C. _ordstrom _,IS-7LI-4F
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Drexel University
College of Engineering
Philadelphia, PA 19104
Attention: A.r1. i4ellor

_runswick Corporation
2000 Brunswick Lane
Deland, FL 32720
Attention: A. Erickson




